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Hospital Board Hears Proposal
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, February 20, 1976
Local Pharmacists Oppose Drug
Outlet In New Medical Building
A delegation from the Calloway
County Pharmaceutical Association
appeared before the regular meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Thursday, requesting that space
not be provided for a pharmacy in a
proposed medical office building at the
hospital.
The pharmacists were objecting to
the use of taxpayers' property to locate
a doctors'-owned pharmacy which
would compete with local en-
trepreneurs in selling drugs.
After requesting that such doctors'
office building be built on the hospital
grounds, the pharmacists continued
that "If this complex is located on the
county property, it is the wishes of this
association, that this proposed struc-
ture have no allocated space for a
pharmacy at the time of construction or
anytime thereafter..."
Citing the premise that such a
pharmacy would result in a monopoly
of the pharmacy profession in Murray,
the pharmacists concluded by saying
that "We feel that the plan stretches
medical and pharmaceutical ethics to
the limit and that such practices can do
little to improve the medical situation
for the people of the community."
In question was a proposal made by
the physicians of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic which says in effect that the
doctors will not utilize the medical
office building unless they can put in a
pharmacy in the building.
In a proposal made to the board on
May 21, 1975, the doctors said the clinic
would be willing to pre-lease space in a
hospital office building if a pharmacy
could be included, and that if not, they
would lease land and -build their own
building.
The doctors also proposed on Feb. 12,
1976, that a pharmacy be included on
the first floor of the building, with 1,800
square feet of floor space. The doctors
also proposed that they be provided
free rent for 15 years for which the
hospital would receive property owned
by the clinic south of Walnut Street, and
that the hospital, at the end of the 15
year-period, provide rent for the
pharmacy at the same price as the rent
for the business office in the building.
The pharmacists delegation objected
to the use of city and county property to
provide competition for local private
enterprise. The answer given to them
by the board was that the office space
must be pre-leased to doctors that
apparently will have to come from the
local clinic, and that giving them the
pharmacy rights may be the only way
to get them into the building.
The concensus of the board seemed to
be that the primary concern is to
provide more physicians at closer
Medical Malpractice Bills
Filed By Senate Floor Leaders
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll's floor leaders in the
Kentucky Senate have filed two
medical malpractice insurance bills
designed to provide coverage to all
physicians and hospitals in the state.
The measures were introduced
Thursday by Senate Majority Leader
Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, and Sen. Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, president pro
tern of the upper chamber.
The malpractice bill would establish
a Kentucky Patients Compensation




Russ Spurlock, assistant professor in
the Department of Business at Murray
State University, discussed real estate
at the regular meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club Thursday night at the
Mw-ray Woman's Clubhouse.
Spurlock talked about loans, broker's
fees and services, sale of homes, land
use planning and zoning ordinances. He
told about real estate courses at
Murray State University where there is
an associate of arts degree requiring
two years as well as a degree in
business with an area in real estate.
Jack Vincent introduced Mr. Spurlock.
President Perry Cavitt presided at
the meeting.
Mostly Cloudy
Increasing cloudiness this afternoon.
Mostly cloudy with rain likely tonight
and continuing Saturday. High today
from the upper 50s to the low 60s. Low
tonight near 40. High Saturday in the
mid and upper 50s. Sunday rain ending
and a little cooler.
physician and every hospital in the
state a member, Garrett explained.
"It would require each member to
maintain professional liability in-
surance of not less than $100,000 per
occurrance and $300,000 in the
aggregate for all claims occurring in
one year," Garrett said.
"It would further require each
member of the fund to pay an annual
assessment up to 10 per cent of his
insurance premiums," Garrett said.
If a physician or hospital lost a
lawsuit in a single case and the amount
of the judgement was over $100,000, the
excess over that amount would be paid
from the compensation fund, Garrett
said. If a doctor or hospital exhausted
the $300,000 for all claims occurring in
one year, the excess over $300,000 also
would come out of the fund.
The second bill, a companion
measure to the first, would establish a
medical malpractice liability joint
Regents To
Meet Saturday
The Murray State University Board
of Regents will hold its regular meeting
Saturday at ten p.m. at Sparks Hall,
according to the office of MSU
President Constantine Curtis.
Included on the agenda are
statements from representatives of
Carter and Robertson PTA groups and
a representative from the Murray
University School regarding the future
of the school.
Other items are amendments to the
1969 and 1975 tenure policies, degree
programs in medical records, religious
studies, occupational safety and
healthand two programs in in-
ternational studies, as well as the
financial report,
kink Washer, center, president, the Murray Baseball Association
receives a check for $300 from the Murray Gvitan Club. Making the
presentation are Harmon Whitnell, left, and Don Alley, right, treasurer and
president respectively of the Civitan Club which met Thursday. The Club
will hold its Annual Gvitan Pancake Day on Saturday, March 20, at
Trenhohn's Restaurant, Local Gvitans and their wives and friends will
operate the .restaurant from 5:00 a. m. to 2-00 p. m. with Nick Horton,
(ivital' Pancake Chairmatfas manager for the day's events Two guests at
the Thursday meeting were Charles Gray and Washer. The baseball check
wil be used to sponsor a Pony League Baseball team for 1976. Proceeds




Under the companion bill, Garrett
said, most casualty insurance com-
panies that operate in Kentucky would
be required to offer a minimum amount
of professional liability coverage to
physicians and hospitals. The un-
derwriting association would be
required to insure physicians and
hospitals "in the event the minimal
amount of professional liability in-
surance is not available in the volun-
tary free market place," Garrett said.
The majority leader einitt the bills
"will probably help to eliminate the
exhorbitant cost of professional
liability insurance,
"It would do this in that the
assessment to finance the fund
premiums will be predicated on the risk
factor in Kentucky," Garrett said.
-The amount of the insurance
required to be carried is considerably
less than what most physicians are
presently carrying, and the assessment
feature would probably prove to be less
expensive than the plans that the
physicians and hospitals are presently
carrying," Garrett said.
State Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey had not had time to
go over the proposed legislation late
Thursday but said he would comment




Mike Brandon has been named
Chairman of the Breath of Spring Bike-
A-Thon to fight children's lung-
damaging diseases, according to
Stanley H. Tichenor, president of the
Bluegrass Chapter, Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation.
Brandon, sports editor of The Murray
Ledger & Times, will lead local
volunteers in organizing a Bike-A-Thon
in Murray. The funds that are raised
will support research and care
programs for children affected by lung-
damaging diseases like Cystic Fibrosis,
severe asthma, chronic bronchitis.
and bronchiectasis.
The Bike-A-Thon will be held
sometime during March or April, 1976.
Approximately one of every 1,500
babies are born with Cystic Fibrosis,
which is still incurable. C-F is inherited
when both parents are carriers of the
recessive gene which causes C-F. It is
believed that ten million Americans are
symptomless carriers of this gene
Current research funded by the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation is seeking a
practical test to identify these carriers.
as well as a cure for C-F and better
methods of treatment for all lung-
damaging diseases.
Because of improved treatment
developed through research, many C-F
patients are now living into their teens
and young adulthood. These same
treatments are also benefiting, and
often curing children suffering from
other lung-damaging diseases.
The Breath of Spring Bilre-A-Thon
will not only support research, but
diagnosis and treatment of children
with huig-damaging diseases in C-F
centers across the country. There are
more than 110 of these centers, which
provide educational programs and
research.
proximity to the hospital, and that
whatever means necessary must be
taken to provide for that. -
In other action, the board voted S-1 to
hire George Sullivan as the fiscal agent
for bonds for the new hospital addition.
City Mayor John Scott dissented,
saying that the Sullivan firm was $5,000
higher than the low bidder.
Some of the other board members
said they felt "obligated" to the
Sullivans to name them fiscal agent,
despite the fact that they were not low
on their fees, because the Sullivans had
done considerable work for the board in
the past and that they have already
done some work on this project before
being awarded the contract.
On question from Mayor Scott, the
Sullivan representatives admitted that
as a matter of policy they usually do
considerable preliminary work on
projects before being awarded the
contract, but the board still felt
"obligated" to award them the con-
tract.
The board also voted to tell the ar-
chitects to proceed with plans to include
38 new acute beds in the expansion
plans when the certificate of need is
issued in three weeks. Approval was
granted to the 38 beds for the local
hospital at the state level this week.
In reviewing the financial statement
for January, Administrator Stuart
Poston told the board that the hospital
occupancy rate is good, and admisisons
are up over last year, from 506 to 556.
Patient days are lower, however,
meaning that the hospital is treating
more patients who are staying for
shorter periods, providing more income
for the hospital.
He noted however that the cash is at a
low level for the hospital operation,
jitffharily because accounts receivable
are up from $553,000 to ver $708,000, and
are tying up considerable amounts of
the hospital's assets.
15' Per Copy One Section — 14 Pages
MARDI GRAS NEW ORLEANS STYLE will be sponsored for the fourth year
by the French and Spanish Clubs of Murray High School on Saturday,
February 21, from seven to eleven p.m. Featured will be Miss Murray State
University, Helen O'Nan, pictured right, on her unicycle throwing free
favors. With her are Linda Knight and Kim Alley. Features indude fortune
teller, many games including basketball throw, cake walk, etc., freak show,
fish pond, and many others which will be sponsored by various dubs and
organizations. The admission will be fifty cents at the door and games and
food are extra. Proceeds from each booth go to the club or organization
responsible for its operation. A prize will be awarded to the best
decorated booth. Featured in the floor show will be Mrs. Hugh Farris doing
her impression of Minnie Pearl, Huong Nguyen from Vietnam singing Fren-
ch and Vietnamese songs, Kathy May, Cheryl Milam, Renee Taylor, and Lisa
Francis as vocalists, Jazz Combo from Murray High Stage Band, Claude
Johnson doing a caricature, and also Keith Black doing impromptu lan-
dscapes. Many prizes have been donated by focal merchants for this
special evening of fun, a spokesman said.
Photo bv David hank
House Expected To Spend Most
Of Day On Busing-Related Bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky House was expected to spend
most of today's session deliberating a
host of busing related bills.
The legislation is aimed mainly at
circumventing the court-ordered
busing for purposes of school
desegregation, which began in Jef-
ferson County last fall.
At least one of the measures is in-
tended more as a slap at the judges who
ordered the busing than the busing
itself. It would limit their terms to six
years.
On Thursday, the House approved an
administration-backed bill to give high
school students free textbooks.
The bill was amended in committee
to conform to the $7.6 million allocated
to the program in Gov. Julian Carroll's
proposed 1976-78 budget.
The state will begin purchasing and
distributing free textbooks beginning
with the 1976-77 school year. The
program will be phased in gradually by
subject area.
Carroll has said all high school texts
would be provided free too students by
the end of his administration in 1979.
The high school book program will
operate independently of the existing
kindergarten through grade eight
textbook program.
Approval of the bill came after a
humorous exchange between the
sponsor, Rep. Herman Ratliffe, R-
Campbelsville, and Leitchfield
Democrat Bill Vincent.
Vincent asked his Republican
colleague, "is this an administration
bill?" drawing smiles from other
legislators.
Nodding assent, the Republican
sponsor paused briefly and said, "I
don't normally handle administration
bills. But this is a case of all of us
working together."
The Hoislealao approved a measure
which its sponsor described as "the
grackle bill." The measure permits
mayors or county judges to ask the
state Agriculture Commissioner to
investigate why there are mosquitos,
blackbirds or other pests in a particular
area, and to take corrective action if
necessary.
The sponsor. Rep. Hank Hancock, 0-
Frankfort, joked that it is "a hidden
and covered up Frankfort bill" because
local officials in Western Kentucky had
threatened to send all the blackbirds
and other pests to the state capital
unless something were done about the
problem.
Hancock deferred to his Western
Kentucky co-sponsor, Ramsey Morris,
D-Hopkinsville, for an explanation.
Morris said the bill would provide a
vehicle by which local officials could
seek relief from insect, animal or bird
pests.
Inflation Rate Slowed By
Drop In Retail Food Prices
WASHINGTON (AP/ — Consumer
prices increased four-tenths of a per
cent in January as the first decline in
retail food prices in five months helped
slow the rate of inflation, the govern-
ment said today.
The Labor Department said the
January consumer prices were
„ .&srtet 
on a seasonally adjusted
In December, consumer prices
increased five-tenths of a per cent.
For the 12-month period ending in
January, consumer prices increased 6.8
per cent, the lowest 12-month increase
since July 1973 when prices had risen
5.7 per cent.
Wholesale prices have not increased
at all during the past three-month
period.
The Ford administration is
...forecasting an inflation rate of just
under 6 per cent for 1976, and the
January increase in prices was well
within the target period. If continued
for 12 months, the January inflation
rate would lead to an over-all hike in
consiuner prices of only about 4.3 per
cent in the year.
The Labor Department said a decline
in grocery store food prices of four-
tenths of a per cent during January
partially offset a big increase of prices
of services of 1.1 per cent. Services
prices were pushed upward by a postal
rate increase and higher medical costs
and auto insurance rates.
Gasoline and motor oil prices fell 1.6
per cent in January, also contributing
to the slower inflation rate.
Among foods, there were lower prices
in January for pork, poultry, beef and
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and poultry prices were especially
sharp. the department said.
Prices of commsidities other than
foods increased two-tenths of a per cent
in January. the smallest gain in the
commodities index since a similar
increase in September of 1973.
The Labor Department said its
consumer price index in January was
166.7, meaning that consumers had to
pay $166.70 for goods that cost only $100
in 1967.
Some encouraging news for the 7.3
million Americans who cannot find
work came from Chairman Alan
Greenspan of the President's Council of
Economic Advisers. Greenspan said
the job lay-off rate remains favorable
and should be reflected in further
declines in the nation's unemployment
rate in months ahead. Unemployment
was 7.8 per cent in January, down from
6,3 per cent in December.
But there also were some warnings
that things could get worse in the
economy later in the year unless care is
taken.
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VVife's Insults Douse
His Flame
By Abigail Van Buren
- DEAR ABBY: Mv wife and I have been married for over
. 30 years and have reached an age where we need separate
"t• bedrooms to get a good night's sleep.
" When a little fire of passion burns within me, I go to the
wife's room and tactfully suggest that a little physical
togetherness would be pleasant for both of us.
Does she say she has a "headache"? No. She merely
starts a monologue with something like, "If you hadn't
bought that stupid oil, stock, we could have gone on a
vacation this year." (I think you get the idea, Abby.)
Naturally, this line of chatter turns me off like a $1.98
alarm dock, and I go back to my room, feeling rejected and
saying to myself, "I'm going to leave that woman." But I
never do, and then I get to thinking maybe nitxt time she'.,ll
forget these things and put out the fire in the proper
manner.
Too rarely she does. Mine is a sad case for which I'm
. afraid there is no solution.
NEEDS LOVE
t 'DEAR NEEDS: You're right. Yours IS. sad case for
width there is no solution. But I'll print it anyway because
seinary loves company, and it may comfort the miserable to
11, lane they are not alone.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are getting a divorce.
We have a 2-month-old baby. When our baby was 3 weeks
old, I caught my husband with another woman.
To teach him a lesson I filed for a divorce, thinking it
C would make him regret what he had done and he would beg
me to take him back. Well, it didn't work, so now I am
getting a divorce from a husband I am still in love with and
don't want to lose.
• Maybe if you print this it will make people think twice
before they file for a divorce they don't want. Sign me...
FOOLISH IN FLORIDA
- DEAR FOOLISH: You are even more foolish if you don't
get in touch with your husband immediately and tell him
exactly bow you feel. It may not be too late to pick up the
pieces. It's worth a try.
DEAR ABBY: I am a wife and homemaker who enjoys
entertaining, and I am told I do it well. We recently
entertained another couple in our home for dinner, and I
t prepared a delicious gourmet meal. (The man works with
Eny husband.)
''Before they left; di-e'er11'e Sitia, ."1116n't*krio'cli myself -air*
cooking for company anymore, but I'd be glad to drive you
uptown for lunch some day."
Abby, is that kind of invitation proper reciprocation for a
dinner such as mine? My husband and I are interested in
these people as a couple. It was not my intention to socialize
at lunch with this lady alone.
How should this be handled tactfully if she invites me to
Lunch "uptown sometime"?
DEAR IN: There's no way to tell her tactfully that you
have no interest in aiming her without her husband.
However, since that's the case, consistently and politely
decline her luncheon offer and hope she catches on. (But
don't hold your breath.)
'41
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long. self-addressed, stamped (Mt) envelope.
IN A BIND
Married 60 Years
Mr. And Mrs. Felix E. Beach
Mr. and Mrs. Felix E. Beach of 510-4 South 12th Street,
Murray, will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Sun-
day, February 29.
A reception will be given in their honor on that day from two
to four p.m. in the Community Room of the Federal Savings
and Loan Building, 608 Main Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited. Invitations will be sent
to out of town guests only. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The couple was married at Kirksey on February 19, 1916, by
the late Justice L. E. Radford with the late Daisy (Radford)
James and Bill Marine as attendants. They are formerly of
Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Beach are the parents of twelve children who
are Mrs. John (Velma) Copeland, Mrs. J. L. (Lola) Green,
Mrs. Hafford (Linda) Morris, and Ms. Kaye Beach, Kirksey,
Mrs. Wilma Mason, Mayfield, Andrew Beach, Warren Mich.,
Robert Beach, Murray, Edwin Beach, Almo, Mrs. Fronia
Lawrence, Wayne, Mich., Mrs. Charles (Sue) Mooney,
Houston, Texas, Freddie Beach, Cadiz, and Mrs. Bobby
( Faye) Manning, Lynn Grove. The" have thirty-eight grand-




The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club enjoyed a turnout
of four tables Wednesday
night, as Corky Harrison and
Alma Lee Tracy took first
place honors for the evening.
Second place was a hard
fought contest won by John
Adams and Charles Rang. One
point behind them, in third
place, were Bob and Ruth
Howard.
Mernbervwsatd they weer
sorry to report that one of the
club's newer players, Althea
Adams, has moved to Ekron.
The Club meets every
Wednesday evening in
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's
Church on N. 12th St. Doors
open at 6:30 and play begins
promptly at 7:00 p.m. This is a
non-profit club organized
solely for the enjoyment of the
many bridge players in this
area. All-players are welcome
and no "club membership" is
necessary. For further in-
formation, or for assistance in








Rates are lower on weekends till 5 PM
Sunday, when you dial the 14-way.
So you can call more often and
talk longer.
Low I + rotes do not apply to 0+ dialed long distance calls 1+ rateetto
apply to dation calls you dial yoursell, or station oak placed with on
operator where long distance dialing facilities are not available Low
+ rates do not appty to operator-assisted oak such as person-to-pee
son, coin. hotel-motel guest, credit card. collect calls. and on oats
charged to another number, including special bluing ntirnbers
NNW moss LPG
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Chester Willie of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
VISITS HERE
Millard Erwin of Louisville
has been visiting his sister,
Mrs. Grace Conner of Paris,




The regular meeting .of the
gerray ,,Area _ _Vocetkoriel
FBLA Chapter was held
Friday, February 6. 1
Projects for FBLA Week
were planned. Two of these
projects were: A breakfast for
the FBLA and Business and
Office Advisor" Committee at
Perkins; tissue holders which
were to be made and Laken to
the hospital.
A committee was appointed
to set up observations at
various businesses during
swing break.




FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) frA
Better-than-average in-
fluences, but there's still plenty
of work to be done in various
areas - to smooth out kinks,
coordinate forces in better
fashion.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) ti4a;?
Employ the techniques
successfully used in prior ef-
forts. But do not hesitate to




May 22 to June 21) 11‘91-
Some complexities indicated.
In all situations, be sure you
have the facts before making
decisions.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
Avoid the illogical and close
your eyes to the dubious
schemes of others - no matter
how attractively they may be
presented.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124g
Influences somewhat
restrictive. Neither speak nor
act in haste lest you have cause
for regret. Maintain high
principles, but avoid dissension,
antagonism.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WPkil
You should encounter few
obstacles now, but be on guard
against "little" errors, any
miscalculations.
LIBRA
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
If you've been interested in a
new project, but have postponed
taking action on it, NOW is the
tune1 But be sure you have the
know-how and enough data to go
on.
SCORPIO
Gct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
Do not be upset by criticism.
If constructive, it could actually
show you new ways to capitalize
on your inventiveness and
skills.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 23 to Dec. 21)
You, like Scorpio, can profit
by both opposition and ob-
stacles. Some new ideas could
brighten your day, a new




Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Si$
A good outlook! Saturn en-
courages your talents,
cleverness at discerning leads
and new methods of value,
smart action generally.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Even if the time is short and
there is much to be ac-
complished, give yourself
enough time for efficient
planning. A good day for
revitalizing all interests.
PISCn
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
Advance a new idea, enlist the
help of others to put it across.
Under prevailing influences,




YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a keen and
analytical mind; have strong
will power and enormous
reserve energy. You have a
magnetic personality and your
versatility is so outstanding
that, properly educated, of
course, there is practically no
field of endeavor at which you
could not succeed. You would do
extremely well in banking,
science ( especially chemistry
or medicine) or writing. You
could also excel in music or on
the stage. The deeply idealistic
and humanitarian side of your
nature also fits you for the
religious life or for any oc-
cupation which involves the
welfare of the underprivileged.
Birthdate of: Cardinal New-
man, Eng. clergyman, writer;






Baby Boy Miller ( Vickie and
Rick), Route 7, Murray, Baby
Boy Nanney (Karen and
Johnny), 209 Maple, Apt. 3,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Robert Rex Mason, Box 148,
Hardin, Claud E. Vaughn, 311
Chestnut, Murray, Miss
Shannon L Devine, Route 1,
Grand Rivers, Bobby G.
Moore, 162 Maple Drive,
Paducah, Charles Max Smith,
Route 1, Dexter, Gregory Linn
Boggess, Route 1, Dexter,
Miss Emily Sims, 513 N. 1st,
Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Dowdy, Route 8, Box 73,
Murray, Margaret Lee Cook,
314 South 15th, Murray, Buell
Donelson, Route 6, Murray,
Barry E. Carr, 16th and
Chestnut, Murray, Mrs.
Eunice E. Futrell, Box 635,
Cadiz, Thomas H. Vaughn, 905
Pogue, Murray, Mrs. Maxine
M. Burkeen, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Ida B. Hargraves, Route
2, Hazel, Billy Biggs Wofford,
Route 2, Dover, Tn., Mrs.
Glenda Faye Riley and baby
boy, Route 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Vickie Lynn Glass and baby
girl, Route 1, Box 181,
.Buchanan, In., William B.
'Olds, General Delivery,
Cottage Grove, Tn., E. B.
Fennell, General Delivery,
Almo, Alfred G. Thomas, 1508
Henry St., Murray, Miss Kelly
Robinson, 1001 South 16th.,
Murray, Festus A. Ekere, 21
Orchard Heights, Murray,
Mrs. Mary Nell Paschall,
Route 2, Paris, 'tn., Mrs.
Lurline B. Johnson, 835 Hurt,
Murray, Walter J. Karnes,
Route 1, Box 240-Z, Kirksey,
Mrs. Bertha Lee Herndon, 400
N. 7th, Murray, Will J.
Garland ( expired), Route 1,
Kir .
Suzanne Doyle Gives Program On
Murray Art guild For Sires
The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met Monday, February 9, at
seven p. m. at the Murray Art
Guild.
Mrs. Larry (Suzanne)
Doyle, past president and an
active supporter of the Guild,
familiarized the Sigmas with
the Art Guild. She encouraged
everyone to find time in their
lives to do something of their
very own in the fields of either
visual arts, dance, music, or
reading.
Mrs. Doyle who is the owner
of Suzanne's Fine Arts and
Framing reported on the




Mrs. Jimmy Wilson en-
tertained the United
Methodist Women of the
Coldwater Church in her home
on Monday, February 9, at
seven p.m. This meeting was
originally scheduled for
February 2 but was cancelled
because of snow and road
conditions.
The vice-president, Mrs.
Sherwood Potts, presided in
the absence of the president,
Mrs. Gary Haneline.
In charge of the program
was Mrs. Jimmy Wilson. The
devotion was from John 13:34-
35 and was led by Mrs. John
Baker.
Talks for discussion were as
follows: "Greater Love" by
Mrs. Charles Ilpton; "Kin-
dness" by Mrs. Bobby Locke;
"Sincere Affection" by Mrs.
Sherwood Potts; "Someone To
Love Me" by Mrs. Jimmy
Wilson.
The minutes were read by
the secretary, Mrs. David
Lamb.
Punch, coffee, and cookies
were served by Mrs. Wilson to
eight members present.
The next meeting will be
March 8 at seven p.m.
traced its beginnings from a
small room over the old Ben
Franklin Store in the Gatlin
Building in 1966 to its present
Large building on North Sixth
Street - a progression, she
said, that was strongly sup-
ported by the Carman,
Chrisman, Harvey, and
Goodman families.
The purpose of the Guild,
Mrs. Doyle explained, is to
unify people interested in art
unprofessionally and to offer
the encouragement, in-
struction, a place to work, and
a place to show their work.
The Guild presently has
twenty-five members and
operates with no income
other than dues, patron
donations, and civic con-
tributions for specific repairs
and additions.
The Murray Guild offers to
the public numerous
workshops led by artists and
professors of state and
national acclaim and for the
past six years has sponsored
the Land Between the Lakes
Arts and Crafts Festival
which has become nationally
recognized. Last year fifteen
states were represented there
by 15,000 persons.
The Art Guild is open
Monday through Friday from
noon to four p. m. and Mrs.
Doyle said the group en-
courages the public to visit
and look at the art or come on
Thursdays to watch some of
the members at work with
their art.
After the program refresh-
ments were served and
Sigmas were invited to browse
around and look at all the
lovely art work. A short
business meeting followed.
Hostesses for the evening
were Mrs. John Gregory, Mrs.
George Oakley, Mrs. Allen
Russell, and Mrs. Bobby Toon.
rsj 
The flower of the marigold
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Late Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40
Bed Bunnies


















































Group and other musical
groups will be held at the
Hardin Senior Citizens Center
at 7:30p.m.
Mardi Gras Festival,
sponsored by French and
Spanish Clubs of Murray High
School, will be at the school
from seven to eleven p.m.
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Celebration Planned
A thirty-fifth wedding anniversary celebration of Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Mason Smotherman of Murray Route Five will be
held Sunday, February 22, from two to four p.m. at their home.
All friends and relatives are invited.
The couple was married on that date at Paris, Tn. Mr.
Smotherman is the son of the late Tom Smotherman and Lilly
Mae Jones Smotherman. Mrs. Srnotherman, the former Nancy
Pearl Downey, is the daughter of the late John Downey and
Mary Louisa Cooper Downey.
Mr. and Mrs. Smotherman have one daughter, Margaret
Delores Edwards, and two sons, Lloyd Eugene Williams and
Billy Joe Williams, all of Murray Route Five. They have ten
grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
The Baptist Young Women
of Spring Creek Church met on
Monday, February 9, at 6:45 p.
m. at the church with the
president, Barbara Lee,
presiding and leading the
group in the watchword.
Margaret Greer, prayer
chairman, read the scripture
with each person praying for a
missionary.
It was announced that the
Blood River Associational
meeting will be held March 8
at Spring Creek.
The program on Live
Option — Missionary Social
Worker" was presented by
Brenda Darnell, Patty Harris,
Margaret Greer, Judy Cun-
ningham, Marilyn Feagin,
Barbara Lee, and Edna
Butler.
We are pleased to an-
nounce that Miss Cynthia
Ann Ross, bride elect of
Greg Wriglit has chosen her
Kitchenware and appliances
from our complete Bridal
Store.
Friday, February 21
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Karate Center,
16th and Main Streets,
Murray, at 6:30 p. m. Note
change in date.
Skating party, sponsored by
the Baptist Student Center, is
open to Murray State and
community young people.
Persons will leave the center
at six p. m. and cost is fifty
cents per person. Call
reservations by February 17 if
possible.
Gospel singing will be held
at the Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at seven
p. m. featuring the Fincher
Family from Halls, Tn.
Exhibits by Thomas M.
Charnblin, Belleville, Ill.,
drawing and sculpture, Sarah
Delacey Adams, Murray,
painting and drawing, Ruth
Ann Crafton, Radcliff,
drawing, and Belinda Yates,
Waverly, Tn., metal and
jewelry, will open at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of Fine Arts




sponsored by Murray High
Student Council, will be
served at the school from six
to eleven a. m. A pancake
eating contest will also be
held.
James Campen Chapter of
Sons of American Revolution
will have a Washington's
Birthday Celebration at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p. m. For reservations
call John Nance or Brown C.
Tucker.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
have a luncheon at the home of
Mrs. Paul Sturm at noon with
Mrs. Frank Albert Stub-
blefield and Mrs. John
Quertermous as cohostesses.
Swim Day for Girl Scouts
will be at the Carr Health
Building MSU with Brownies
at eleven a. in. and juniors at
noon. Persons are responsible
for child's transportation and
a charge of 25 cents will be
made.
Senior Citizens basketball
team will play Radio Station
WNBS All Stars at three p. m.
at the Murray Middle School.
' At halftime music will be by
the Swing and Sway Band.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p. m.
























Mr and Mrs. William S.
Murdock will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary
with open house at their home
from two to four p.m.
Joint golden wedding an-
niversary celebration of Mr.
and Mrs. Gills Beach and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Workman
will be from two to four p. in.
at 630 Ellis Drive, Murray.
Junior recital of Matthew
Bryant, Charleston, Mo.,
organ, will be at two p. m., and
senior recital of James C.
Patton, Muldraugh, trumpet,
will be at 3:30 p. in. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mason
Smotherman will have a 35th
wedding anniversary
celebration at their home
from two to four p.m. All
friends and relatives invited.
Gospel singing will be held
at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church at 5:30 p. m.
Monday, February 23
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Murray State
University, at 9:30 a.m.
reg. 1-24.88
3V.-HP self-propelled mower fea-
tures 22" cut, manual height







Walking mower features 3 H.P.
motor, 20" cut and manual height
adjuster.
Cots grass and weeds down
• the roots along walks and
veways, around trees and
'ubs.
Miss Margaret Green,
February 21st bride-elect of
Ronald Wisehart, was honored
with a White Bible Ceremony
on Sunday, February 15, at
7:30 p.m. by the Baptist Young
Women of Spring Creek
Baptist Church.
Lighting the unity candle
and the candles for the
ceremony were Barbara Lee
and Judy Cunningham. As
each candle was lighted from
the unity candle, each BYW
told the importance of the
Bible.
Those on the program were
Barbara Lee, Brenda Darnell,
Carolyn Darnell, Patty
Harris, Marilyn Feagm,
Wynnonna Brinn, and Judy
Cunningham.
After the Bible was
presented to the bridal couple,
the closing prayer was led ;by
Bro. Tom Powell, pastor of the
church.
MA YFIELD PATIENT;
Fred Barger Keel of !far-
mington Route One was
dismissed February 6 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Shop our Lawn Mower
Motor & Small Engine replacement
parts center for blades, spark plugs
mufflers,wheels, gas caps, gas cans
and other auto needs.





Great selection of tools with such features as
smooth, fire-hardened ash handles, slim and tap-
ered for comfort. Get all of them.




Features new Murray suspen-
sion deck with 3 point ad-
justment for level cut, twin'
blades, 1'/2" to 31/2" height,
adjustment, sealed beam
headlights, parking brake
and comfort formed seat.
Great cultivator at a
small price! Save on
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There are many differing views as to
what a revolution is. Rathr often today
we are reminded of a revolution
breaking out at some place in the world,
and we dare say, there is not much of
the spirit of daring and adventure
surrounding it as was the case of the
revolution in our own land that led to
our freedom such a short few years ago.
But now that we think of it, couldn't we
say that being a revolutionary is really
a way of daring to be different?
The world's most noted
Revolutionary, Jesus Christ, fought a
war of liberation for the human race,
and got nails in His hands and a spear in
His side as His thanks. We Americans
see our war of revolution as a Holy war,
made necessary in order to liberate a
nation of people desiring freedom to
live and worship in dignity and in
peace. But in our case where can the
spirit of revolution stop? When persons
lose their vision of victories won at a
great cost, and relax their vigilance we
Today
In History
Today is Friday, Feb. 20th, the 51st
day of 1976. There are 315 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1962, John Glenn
became the first American to orbit the
earth. After being launched from Cape
Canaveral, he circled the earth three
times and made a safe landing in the
Atlantic.
On this date:
In 1437, King James I of Scotland was
murdered in the Scottish city of Perth.
In 1792, President George
Washington signed an act creating the
U.S. Post Office.
In 1809, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that the power of the federal govern-
ment is greater than that of any in-
dividual state.
In 1938, Anthony Eden resigned as
British foreign secretary, charging
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
with appeasement of Nazi Germany.
In 1967, President Sukarno of •
„Indonesia surrendered all executive •
.1 power to Genetal &Alamo, keeping only
.••• the title of president.'. 
-:. In 1972, President Richard Nixon
i arrived in Peking for a historic meeting
i with officials of Communist China.
... Ten years ago: Communist China
accused U.S. Secretary of State Dean
: Rusk of threatening a major war and
, declared that China was ready to take
toreup the challenge.
Five years ago: North Vietnamese
troops defending the Ho Chi Minh trail
rran a South Vietnamese outpost
and besieged two others in sharp
fighting along the border of Laos.
One year ago: President Ford signed
a bill raising the U.S. debt limit.
Today's birthdays: Soviet Premier
Alexei Kosygin is 72 years old.
'Indonesian President Suharto is 55.
Socialite Gloria Vanderbilt is 52.
Thought for today: History is
, something that never happened,
:. written by a person who was not there
—anonymous.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
4 years ago today, the revolutionary
F Committee of Safety in Virginia
lea 'rejected an offer by British Governor
10 Lord Dunmore to go to England to try to'41
bring about reconciliation with the
..- American Colonies.
✓ Bible Thought`iik.
And the Lord, he it is that do(h
go before thee; be will be with thee,
he will not fail thee, neither forsake
thee ... fear not... Deuteronomy
.. 31:8.."
When everything else falls us,
t God remains faithful. He is always
i with us.
VV5,
R. Gene Mccutcheon, editor
are reminded by the facts of history
that soon another more powerttil
challenger will arise and enslave those
whose freedom once seemed so
precious. Edmund Burke once made a
statement like this: "All that is
necessary for evil to triumph is that
good men do nothing."
America could profit from a careful
examination of Mr. Burke's warning. A
continuing revolution in the realm of
religion seems to be necessary if we are
to maintain our precious heritage of
freedom. To dare to be different sets
one apart as a radical, perhaps as a
fanatic. The purpose of God's people is
to win the World to God's way by
peaceful revolution. But how can a
world be won unless those
revolutionaries believe in their cause?
Dr. G. Ray Jordan tells this story that
illustrates the depth of loyalty which
some revolutionaries posses: "A few
years ago, Margaret Sangster was
invited to address a certain youth
meeting in New England. When she
arrived for the engagement, she found
that it was a Communist gathering.
Twenty-five hundred young people had
met together. Afterward, as she was
leaving, she noticed a youth whose
shoes were so worn that his bare feet
touched the pavement. "Will you not
accept from me the price of a pair of
shoes?" she asked. His reply: "I could,
but I couldn't use the money for shoes
when our cause needs literature so
desperately."
All who march under the banner of
the Lord must be so convinced that the
cause is of such magnitude as to be
worth the price one may be required to
pay. Lukewarm members of this type
of revolutionary movement will not
generate much support or activity.
Revolutions are won by people willing
to die for their cause. The Christian
revolution will be won by people willing
to LIVE for their cause. Are you
revolutionary? Do you dare to be dif
ferent?
10 Years Ago
The season's average for sales of
Type 23 dark fired tobacco on the
Murray market is reported at $41.57.
Deaths reported include Owen
Barber, age 58, William Junior Parrish,
age 30, Albert Yates McNeely, age 96,
Lade Conley, age 48, and Bristo Futrell,
age 80.
Miss Kathleen Madrey spoke on the
Four-H Youth Power Conference at
Louisville at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Murray Stale College beat Eastern
100 to 91 in basketball. They are both
tied for second place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
1,1. Col. Christian F. Dubia showed
slides of East and West Berlin at the
Valentine dinner of the Theta Depar-
tment of the Murray Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Hospital Association is
considering converting part of the
hospital into nursing home facilities,
according to Karl Warming, ad-
ministrator.
Mollie F. Chrisman, age 79, died
yesterday at her home in New Concord.
Sgt. Robert Moser, son of W. B.
Moser of Murray, has been assigned as
coordinator between the Civil Defense
Group and the local and State Police
throughout the state at Civil Defense
Headquarters at Bowman Field,
Louisville.
Announcement has been made of the
marriage of Miss Julia Ann Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ross
Paschall, to Billy Bruce Wilson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Wilson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Country Girl" starring Grace
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odoest mineral& seeditstisi died or
the ideas rilliddld an invidual writer in a column, to respond
with their digsgh particular issue being discussed
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
* based on cop) righted outlines produce 1 , comn mice on
, the Uniform Series and used by wine,
The Chureh's Meaning And Mission
Matthew 14:13-28
Near Gaesarea Philippi Christ asked
the disciples whom they heard others
say that He was. He was told that some
thought He was John the Baptist,
reminding them of their obligations to
God; others thought that He was Elijah,
calling upon them to live righteous
lives; others said that He was
Jeremiah, advocating a genuine
revival; land still others thought that He
was one of the prophets. All thought
that He was a great and good man, lofty
in ideals, full of religious fervor, and
wonderful in His teachings, but none
thought of Him as the long-expeced
Messiah*
Then, Christ asked His intimate
friends, "Whom say ye that I am?''
With his usual impetuosity, Peter, the
spokesMan for the disciples, answered,
"Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God." In his mind there was not
any doubt about that. Christ stated that
it was *tit due to human wisdom that
Peter had reached that conclusion, but
that it had been revealed to him by the
Father. The glorious truth of the deity
of Christ, which is the very heart of the
Christian faith, is a divine revelation,
and not a human discovery.
In announcing His purpose our Lord
said: "Thou art Peter (Petros -
literally, 'a pebble' or 'a little rock'),
and upoi this Rock (Potts - literally, 'a
fixed r^' or 'a ledge rock') I will build
my church." So, this Rock, upon.which
Christ promised to build His church, is
Himself, the Son of the living God. The
fulfillmlipt of this promise through the
centuries constitutes the clearest
possible proof of the deity of Christ.
Only God could speak thus and then
bring it to pass. Christ also promised
His servant to give unto him "the keys
of the kingdom of heaven." Inasmuch
as the gospel of Christ is the key to the
kingdom, it is the privilege of all
Christians to present this gospel to
others and thereby open the door of
salvation to all who will repent their
sins anipbelieve in Christ.
After Christ heard the disciples
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Let's Stay Well
Drinking and Driving
Drunken driving offsets as a
k major problem which is far from
k solved. Alcohol continues to be
involved in about 513 per cent of
4 all fatal traffic accidents
ti Punishment has not been
•Z effective in reducing drunken
.,t„priving. Crackdowns in certain
; areas have not prevented or sag-
reticently reduced the incidence
• of severe penalties. These
: crackdowns have been tried in
. • many separate locations in the
United States and in other coun-
'; tries, especially in Norway and
• Sweden.
- Meat of us dnnk alcohol occa-
; sionally. even if not in excess
4 Also. the majority of in drive
Alcohol has a subtle effect on
the drivers and on their comps-
; Mons who have been drinking. It
„onpairs their judgment. and
they often fail to realise that they
are under the influence of
alcohol They feel relaxed.
By F.J.L Blaaingarne, MD
uninhibited, and sate about driv-
ing and riding in an automobile.
It takes relatively little drink-
ing to bring the blood alcohol to
the legal level of drunkenness
(0.1 of I per cent in most dates).
The alcohol in six ounces of li-
quor or in two martinis is suffi-
cient to do this Many who drink
and drive have taken on larger
amounts of alcohol, it makes no
difference whether it has been in
the form of liquor, gin, wine, or
beer
The human hisly can burn up
about one ounce of alcohol per
hour. This rate of sobering can-
not be speeded up by coffee or
so-called remedies
Additional public education is
needed to make people more
aware of the dangers of combin-
ing drinking and driving.
Q. Mrs. K.D. has noted recently
4everal articles on child abuse
%e observes that one form of
child abuse on which she has
seen little comment involves
children who are abused by me
or both parents during a pending
divorce.
A This abuse occurs all too
often when one parent attempts
to use he or her children to
punish the other parent or to get
even Children relate to both
mother and father, and it is
grossly unfair and deplorable to
see children exploited by me or
both parents during a divorce
Attorneys, if dihgent and if in-
formed of the facts, can do much
to protect the children, as•can
the cart Where divorce is in-
evitable, prompt action lessens
the chances of this form of child
abuse
Q Mm L.R. explains that she
had a minor injury to her
BLAS1NGAME
tailbone three months ago. and
pain persists She wants to know
what to do
A. You fail to mention the
treatment you have been using
and whether you had an X-ra)
You may have fractured your
coccyx (tailbone) Painloriginat-
ing in the tailbone is known as
coccydynia and can he woe
troublesome Con.servative (real
merit will bring relief to mnst
cases and consists of silting
upnght on a pillow and heanng
your weight on your buttocks
and upper thighs, rather than sit -
ting in a slumping position Rot
baits bring some relief Some
-times anal massages by a physi
ruin will lessen discomfort
Medicines by mouth may ta,
needed such as a tranguiliwi
and aspirin The more seven,
protracted cages ocrasionally re
opine surgical removal of thi
coccyx.
Messiahship, He began to teach them
expressly and to inform them clearly of
His approaching sufferings, death,
burial, and resurrection. When Christ
informed them that such was on His
program, the disciples were shocked
and astounded. The very idea was
abhorrent to them. With rash im-
pulsiveness Peter took Christ aside and
privately tried to persuade Him not to
pursue what he considered to be such
an unwise program. Willing to do
anything possible to prevent Christ
from going to the cross, Peter ex-
pressed the hope that God wpuld not
allow such a thing to befall Christ.
In his attempt to dissuade Christ
from going to the cross Peter was
playing into the hands of Satan. In
response to the remonstrance of Peter,
with stern severity Christ administered
a solemn and sharp rebuke, letting him
know that his suggestion originated
with Satan. Nothing was more offensive
to Christ than an attempt to keep Him
from suffering and dying to obtain
salvation for sinners. He strongly
resented Peter's attempt to keep Him
from doing God's will and achieving His
goal.
The cost of discipleship was stated in
verses 24-26. To all who have an idea of
being Christ's disciples, our Lord made
it known that three things are involved:
self-denial, cross-bearing, and
following Christ. , Self-denial is a
renunciation, a disowning of self, a
declaration that self shall not rule. It is
the complete setting aside of self-will
for full obedience to God's will. Denial
of self is the surest way to usefulness.
Cross-bearing is a real part of
discipleship. One cannot b0 a Christian
and not have a cross to bear any more
than he can be a man and not have a
shadow. Following Christ is a priceless
privilege and an indescribable glory.
We are to follow Christ when things are
going well with us and when they are
going ill with us. To follow Christ is to
think His thoughts, to declare His
message, and to do His will. As we
follow Him joy unspeakable will flood
our souls.
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—last. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these.
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I was married to my ex-
husband for 18 years before our
divorce. He will soon draw Social
Security retirement. Can I draw on his
work record when I become 62? — C.M.
Answer: No, if you get a divorce you
must have been married to your
husband for 20 full years before you are
eligible for wife's or widow's benefits
under his work record. Your children, if
you have any, are eligible for benefits
under his work record, assuming he is
their legal father.
Heartline: Will Medicare cover a
chiropractor's services?—V.C.
Answer: Medicare will cover a
chiropractor's treatment of manual
manipulation of the spine to correct a
subluxation that can be demonstrated
by X ray. This is the only treatment by
a chiropractor which Medicare will
cover. However, Medical Insurance
t Part B) will not help cover the cost of
the X rays or for any other diagnostic or
therapeutic services furnished by a
chiropractor. The chiropractor must be
a licensed and Medicare-certified
chiropractor.
Heartline: Is my $60-deductible
subject to the "reasonable" charges
ruling?—X.A.
Answer: Yes, it is. For example, if
your first doctor's bill of the year is $75
and the Medicare carrier determines
$50 to be the reasonable charge, then
you have only met $50of your deduc-
tible.
Heartline: Is a veteran eligible for
the car allowance if he has lost the use
of a limb (service-connected), although
he is not rated 100 per cent for his
service - connected disabilities?—N.H.
Answer: The veeran does not have to
be rated 100 per cent in order to be
eligible for an automobile grant. If he
has lost the use of a limb which is
serice-connected, he meets the
eligibility requirements.
Heartline: Could you please tell me
how I can obtain Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare"?—B.B.J.
Answer: Heartline's 1976 "Guide to
Medicare" is an easy-to-unllerstand
booklet covering the entire Medicare
program. The booklet is in question-
and-answer form and in large type.
This book contains all up-to-date in-
formation concerning Medicare.
To order this booklet, send $1.50 to
Heartline's "Guide to Medicare." 8514
N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. If for
any reason you are not satisfied, you
may return this booklet within 30 days
and receive a full refund. Please allow
30 days for delivery.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50308.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Lodger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray,
Ky., 42077.
Second Clots Postage Paid at Murray.
Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas sorvocf
by carriers, 52.25 per month, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky., and Paris,
Buchanan and Pury•or, Tenn., $15.00
per year By mall to other destinations,
$30 00 per year.
Member of Associated Press. Ken-
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Burger Our Imperial Burger is made with all .the care
and ingredients you would use at home. We
start with a full 1/4 pound of 100% beef, top it with shredded
lettuce, two slices of American cheese, tomatoes, fresh cut onions,
































































































































Worship Service 11.00a. m
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00 a .M.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10456 m
Evening Worship 7.011p m.
West Fork
Morning Worship )1.00 a. m.
Sunday Evening lig.p. m.
Wednesday Evening p. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.






Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11:03a. M,,
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist







Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11.00a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45p.m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00 a. M.





Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 7115 p. m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 711S p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 5.30 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 930a. m.
Worship 11 : 00 a.M.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.






Evening worship 6:30 p. m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist '
Sunday School 10a. m.
Preaching 11 a. m. & 6p.m.
Wed. 7 p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 p.m
Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School 9:45a m.
Morning Worship 1045 a. m.
N.Y (1. S Worship 5:15 p. m.
Eve ling Worship 6:00p.m.
Weunesdar WorthIP 7:00p.m.
Locust Grove Cifurch
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 :00 p. m.
Penecostal
Almo Heights




Worship Services 11 to. m., 7 p. m.
Calvary Tempt*
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Worship Services 11 am. 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:0041.m.
United, 319 lryan Ave.




Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10.45 a m., 7 p.m
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m. 
ChristianScience Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony




Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9115









George W heart's of hbi country•
men". Wha ill time? Certainly, there were 1778
those more I ore powerful, but tumor Washington above all the 1978
rest. We remember him, primarily, for his superior character. His standards of in.
tegrity, his courage, his honesty. served as an example for a whole nation to
We enter our bi-eentennial year, • notion disallusioned with our political leadership.
We as • people must demand of ourselves and our leaders the same standards of great-
nese exemplified by George Washington. We ran still learn from the "Father of our
Country" the lessons that made this country great.

















Worship Service 10:10 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
New Concord









Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 117 00 4. m.






Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Kirksey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 10: 50 a.m.




Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m, every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
















Worship Service 11 a m . 1st Sun- '.
day, 1000 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10.00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United







Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Kirksey United




Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st S.
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & IM Sun-
day
Temple Mill United








Worship Service 11:00a m.•
Bible S udy 0: 30 0. In
Lynn Grove
vVorshp Service 9 4541 m..
Colas Camp Ground
Worship Service 10.00 • M.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10.03 a.m.
1s1 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.m.
15t & 3rd & Ott Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday11: 00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AM E Church
Morning Services 10 45 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 9:30 cm.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & Itti Sunday 11:00a.m.
140 evening Worship
Bethel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.M.







Morning Worship 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
following supporting firms: Creative Printers, Inc
Quality Commercial Printing
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The Christian Book Center
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Murray Livestock Co.
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Service Co.
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TOUGH JOB FOR SMITTT — Paul Smith had just about the hardest job on the floor...trying to
stay with Western's outstanding senior guard Johnny Britt. Britt finished with 19 points in a
stellar effort.
(Sten Mato b Mike 19rundou
East Girls And North Boys
Grab County Tournament Wins
All Heavily Favored
In Bout With Coopman
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
SAN JUAN (AP) — The
heavyweight championship
comes to Puerto Rico for the
first time tonight, pitting
Muhammad All, a man who
has made millions of dollars
from the title, against Jean-
Pierre Coopman, whose purse
will top his previous total
earnings.
Ali is an overwhelming
favorite to beat the unranked
Belgian despite a bothersome
cold and less than top con-
dition.














Int Imo Sold • in or*
set for the 12,000-seat Roberto
Clemente Coliseum and will
be televised live to the United
States by CBS from 9 to 11
p.m. EST. The fight is
scheduled to start at 9:45 p.m.
Ali, who is getting $1.1
million for his 17th ap-
pearance in a championship
fight, worked out Thursday,
then went to the Coliseum
where he weighed in at 226
pounds, only 1/2 pounds more
than he scaled for his
title fight victory over Joe.
Frazier last Oct. 1.
Coopman, a sculptor of
religious statues, weighed 206
for his big chance. He will get
about $100,000 for tonight's
fight. His previous biggest
purse was $12,400.
The weigh-in lacked any of
the flair that has marked
previous Ali weigh-ins where
the champion often gestured
and screamed at such op-
ponents as Frazier, George
Foreman and Sonny Liston.
It does All little good to
shout at Coopman because the
29-year-old Belgian speaks
only Flemish and doesn't
understand a word Ali says.
Coopman goes into the title
bout with a record of 24-3-0
with 16 knockouts. Most of his
opponents are unknown '
outside of Europe and he has
fought only once before out-
side of Belgium, losing a
decision to Harald Skog in
Norway.
For All, who spent much of
the time in the days leading up
to the fight talking about
future matches rather than
about Coopman, the fight will
be his 52nd in a career which
began in 1960 and was in-
terrupted for 31/2 years
because of his refusal to enter
U.S. Military Service.
Ali's record is 49-2-0, with 35
knockouts. His only losses
were to Frazier and Ken
Norton, both of which he
avenged.
Ismael Quinones Falu of
Puerto Rico will be the
referee, and the Puerto Rico
Boxing Commission will select
the two judges before the
fight. Scoring for the bout will
be under the 10-point must
system with 10 points to the
winner of each round and nine
or less to the loser.
There also will be another
championship fight on the
card, featuring Alfredo
Escalera of Puerto Rico, the
World Boxing Council junior
lightweight champion. He will
meet Jose Fernandez of New
York.
Escalera will be making the
third defense of the title he
won from Kuniaki Shibata of
Japan last year. It will be his
first appearance as champion
in Puerto Rico. This fight will
not be televised.
Also on the card will be
Jimmy Young of
Philadelphia, who is expected
to be All's next opponent.
Negotiations are under way to
match Young and the
champion sometime in April
in Costa Rica. Ali would then
be in position for his next "big
money" fight, most likely
against Norton in July at a site
in the United States.
Young's opponent tonight
will be Puerto Rican Joe
"King" Roman, who once
tried to take the heavyweight
title from Foreman and was
knocked out in one round.
Red Car Sale
FREE
...100 gallons of Gas to the purchaser of any new car in the month
February.. if the color is RED.
lots of Red Cars in Stock as Follows:
1976 Toyota Corona Station Wagon, 5 speed.
1976 Toyota Corolla Station Wagon, 4 speed.
1976 Toyota Celica ST, 4 speed.
1976 Toyota Corolla, 2'door hard top, 4 speed.
1976 Toyota Corolla, 2 door E5, 5 speed.
1976 Toyota Corolla Deluxe, 2 door, 4 speed.
1976 Toyota Pickup, Short Bed, automatic transmission.
1975 Toyota Pickup, Long bed, 4 speed.
1975 Toyota Pickup, Short:bed, 4 speed.
1975 Toyota Land Cruiser, soft top, 4 speed.
1976 Mercury Bobcat Station Wagon, MPG, 4 speed.
1976 Capri II, V-6, air conditioner, 4 speed.
1976 Capri II, V-6, air conditioner, automatic transmission.
1976 Mercury Monarch Ghia, 2 door hard top, loaded.
Make Your Deal-Get
100 Gallons Of Gas Free
Hatcher Auto Sales
SlS South 12th Street
753-4%1
of
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
The East Calloway girls and
the North boys plugged their
way to the finals of the
Calloway County Junior High
Basketball tourney last night.
The East girls never trailed
in their 26-17 victory over
Southwest.
The East squad roared to an
early 5-0 lead in the first
quarter before Southwest
could find the scoring range.
Led by Mary Wagoner's
first half nine points, the East
team pulled ahead 10-3 at the
quarterstop.
Each team scored four
points in the second quarter
and the half ended with East
still on top 14-7.
In the third period, the
Southwest team came
stomping back and pulled to
within three points of the
leaders. But numerous tur-
novers caused the Southwest
rally to end.
Sharp defensive play by
East's Penny Overby and
Wagoner caused Southwest to
turn the ball over five straight
times, but could turn only one
steal into two points as the
third quarter ended 16-11.
Monty Wilson put the game
out of reach in the fourth
period by tossing in two free
throws. Wagoner took a stolen
pass in for the lay-up and East
took an 11 point lead with
three minutes left in the game.
Wilson and Wagoner shared
game high honors scoring 11
points each for East.
Meleah Paschall led the
Southwest squad with seven.
Cheryl Dick added five.
Prior to the East - North
boys game, it was announced
that Murray was leading
Western Kentucky 42-34 at the
half.
The underdog East squad
must have thought at this
point, "If Murray State can do
it, so can we," as they shocked
North and took an early 8-5
first quarter lead.
But, as champions always
do, North bounced back in the
second period to tie the game
at eight apiece. Two nate
times the game was tied in the
second quarter at ten all and
12-12. That was the last time
East bid for the game as the
half ended with North on top
20-16.
Keith Edwards, scoring ten
of his game-high 16 points in
the second half for North,
started the drive that was
eventually the downfall for the
(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
PORT
Fordham Coach Sees Writing
On Wall After Loss To Irish
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Hal
Wissel had, a hard time
keeping his *mind on basket-
ball and his team had a hard
time keeping up with Notre
Dame. It amounted to a very
frustrating evening for the
Fordham Rams — and the
Fordham fans.
While the Madison Square
Garden crowd of 11,712
serenaded the beleaguered
Fordham coach with
"Goodbye Wissel" Thursday 
night, the Fighting Irish were'
tuning up for the post-seassilMr
playoffs with a clinically easy '-
91-78 victory.
"We're one step closer to the
NCAA playoffs," said Irish
Coach Digger Phelps after his
eighth-ranked team simply .
manhandled the skidding
Rams in front of their,
disenchanted followers.
Fordham's record thus fell .
to 7-17, one of its worst in
years, and fueled smoldering
rumors of Wissel's premature
departure from Rose Hill.
Wissel still has another year to
go on his contract, but it's
reported that the school's
Athletic Governing Board has
recommended his release
after this season.
As if Wissel didn't feel
uncomfortable enough, Notre
Dame made him feel even
more uncomfortable, Par-
ticularly Adrian Dantley, who
scored 33 points and collected
17 rebounds.
Notre Dame's leading
player was kept in the game
until only 90 seconds were left,
long after the Irish had put the
Rams to sleep. This did not go
unnoticed by sports writers.
"People like to see him
play," Phelps said, dismissing
any intentions of piling up the
score "One time in
Philadelphia I took him out
early and I was booed by the
fans."
The Fordham-Notre Dame
game was the second of a
doubleheader. In the opener,
Long Island University beat
Manhattan 88-71 behind a 26-
point peformance by Nate
Revels.
In other games involving
ranked teams, No. 5 UCLA
whipped Oregon State 78-69
with a second-half rally keyed
by centers Ralph Drollinger
and David Greenwood
East squad.
Pulling down rebound after
rebound, Edwards enabled the
North squad to keep the ball
and pull away to a 32-24 third
period lead.
With three minutes
remaining in the game, the
North team iced the game as
they outscored East 9-1.
So, as predicted Western
came out on top of Murray, so
did predicted North come.out
on fop of East, winning 45-31.
Along with Edward's 16
points, Paschall added 11 for
North.
Earl Kirks paced the East
squad with ten points while
Gary Emerson pumped in
eight.
The East girls will play
North in the championship
game scheduled to begin at
-6:30 p. m. The North boys will
play Southwest for the number
one spot at 7:45 p. m.
Girls
East 10 4 2 10-26
South*est 3 4 4 6-17
East (26) — Tucker 2,
Wilson 11, Overby 2, Wagonec
11.
Southwest (17) — M. Miller
2, Buchanan 1, Paschall 7,
Dick 5, Fleming 2.
Boys
East 8 8 8 7-31
North 5 15 12 13-45
East (31) — Emerson 8,
Cook 2, Barnett 7, Kirks 10,
Childress 3, Harper 1.
North (45) — Edwards 16,
Furr 6, Graham 6, Lamb 2,
Paschall 11, ,Scott 2 and Thorn
2.
Henry Block has
a special reason why
you should come to us
for income tax help.
A
„, If you received the Short Form for filing
your taxes, our preparers are specially
trained to determine if it's best for you.
If it is, we'll complete it at a very low
price., and our charge always includes
your resident state return.
H&R BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.







D & H 65 19
Bowlers i 574 271/2
Alley Cats 56 26
Super Stars 51 32
Corvette Lanes 51 33
Demon's a 36
Hits & Mimes 47% 364
Gene's Body Shop 44 to
Chargers 37 17
Lucky Fag 35 a
Dny-0401bee 3414 494
Gutter Baster, 31 50
Flunkies 271/2 5014
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had to close their Aim location
Morris Mobile Homes
would like to thank the people of
Calloway County and surrounding area
for their business the past three years.
and remember.
MORRIS MOBILE HOMES
is still in business and we take this opportunity
to ask that you think of us when you think of mobile homes.
We can give you even greater savings
at our one location in Benton, Kentuck\
MORRIS MOBILE HOMES

























































































SO WE MAKE MISTAKES TOO-Okay. The picture is a little out of focus, proving photographers
aren't perfect. But, officials aren't perfect either. Jeff Hughes (34) of Murray was called for a
foul when be blocked this shot put up by Western's Chuck Rawlings. The whistle was blown when
Hughes was at the peak of his jump.
(Staff Mishis by Mike Bismiee)
Joe Hall Doesn't Like
To Use Frosh Players
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) -
Freshmen now have been
playing major varsity sports
in the big universities for four
years and Kentucky
Basketball Coach Joe Hall is
"even stronger against it than
I earlier was."
Hall is using three freshmen
on his vthisity in the current
season, one of them as a
sometime ̀i -starter, but he
thinks it would be equitable to
both the team and the players
for them to be ineligible.
"I definitely think these
players need a year to
establish themselves, to have
a year without the pressure of
competition, without the
pressure of having toinekcit
on the varsity level," he Said.
Hall was an assistant under
the now-retired Adolph Rupp
when the system at Kentucky
was to drill incoming fresh-
man basketball players as








X Ult PLAT IT.
varsity-sort of a basic
training camp.
This eliminated the "star
status" that often comes with
recruiting the best players
from high school teams and
readied them for the team
concept that makes for the
best collegiate play.
It also gave them time to
"get oriented into the
academic program and to
mature a little bit," as well as
become accustomed to life
away from home without
pressure, Hall said.
But in 1972, the NCAA ruled
that freshmen could play
varsity ball,
"I didn't speak out against it
then, but I didn't like it
because I had been in a small
college (Regis) proKarn
- where they had it and T-10td
seen the results of it," Hall
said in an interview.
The NCAA rule said schools
could use freshmen on the
varsity, but also could have
junior varsity-no longer
 called freshman teams. It
also held a player could play
both junior varsity and var-
sity, with some limitations.
"I said at the time that
freshmen would be em-
barrassed to play on the junior
varsity and the ones I've seen
throughout the country are.
They don't want any part of
the junior varsity," Hall said.
• Hall's three freshmen this
year have played a total of 625
minutes-a little more than






KgmLILIINKICIINS car does it all; irs small, fight. roomy ond fast,
wit, nimble-and responsive steering, ride and hondling. Best
sedan under $3,500Y
ROXL11,11.1412912113§ "Its the finest example to date of a 
totally
integrated passenger car, useful anywhere in the wodd, and is
qualified as no other imponed car is for 1975 for the Rood lest
Engineering Award-
egpulisr_magbgnics 'Volkswagen's Rabbit is the best volue
for 1975'
cairaddr 'Whole populations of drivers will live for years with
his car, strongly impressed by its generally nimble disposition
and its sensitive feel of he rood through the steenng wheel and
brcke pedal!'
bailie -It 15 the specific type of car that Detroit will be building
in the 1980's"




he had been in every game for
every minute.
One of these, Truman
Claytor, has started eight of
Kentucky's 29 games.
However, Hall believes, in
general, "we're seeing the




psychologically, is the hap-
piness of the players. A player
who comes in as a freshman
and is pressured to make the
_varsity and doesn't, sees a
strong opportunity to transfer
to another school.
"They're making a very
hasty judgement as to their
future," Hall said.
"It's not that some of these
,44A. iffe41.04
play' an der .terStty:it's j
that they aren't good enough
to play immediately (and he
stressed that word) on our
varsity," he said.
"I just don't think this kind
of rule is going to help Worn*
basketball nor is it going to G00% ill•P 
• 
Overton Wants Another Shot At Western ,
'The Scoreboard Said
Murray Lost The Game'
By MIKE BRANDON I/
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Fred Overton stood outside
of the Sports Arena on the
warm February night. Now
calm and collected, he talked
with the two officials who 15
minutes earlier, he was
screaming at in Murray
State's 70-68 loss to Western
Kentucky.
Okay Paul Harvey. Here's
your quote for the day: "If you
guys can't see better than you
did on the floor tonight, you
might as well pitch a tent
instead of driving back
home," an angry fan shouted.
The officials didn't have a
tent to cover themselves with.
But in the game, they were
covered with paper cups, ice
and anything else handy that
fans could throw.
Here are some observations
we'll make on the game before
getting to the real meat of it:
-The OVC doesn't lack
good ballplayers. It lacks good
officials.
-Murray State should lose
their last three games of the
season so they can go on the
road and play their first round
game of the Conference Post-
Season Tournament. Murray
sure can't get any breaks at
home.
-Screwdrivers will be
passed out at the next home
game so fans can take apart
their seats to throw on the
floor.
In a two-point loss, there are
always things you can look
back on and say, if...
In the loss to Western, there
are several things you can
look back on and say things
that would make you lose your
religion in a hurry.
The two calls that did it
were both goaltending.
Murray, after leading 42-34
at intermission and playing
some of its best ball of the









1.G .A Schmidt Leads OVC
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) - •
Players from Tennessee Tech,
East Tennessee and Morehead
are individual leaders in the
latest basketball statistics
released by the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Tech's Tom Schmidt leads
the league with a 23.4 scoring
 average while East Ten-
nessee's Bob Brown leads in
field goal percentage at 67.5
Der cent.
Morehead's ted Htindley is
the leading rebounder with
10.7 per game while teammate
Herzie Stamper leads free
throw shooters at 85.2 per
cent.
In team statistics, Ten-
nessee Tech is the highest
scoring team at 88.9 points a
game while Middle Tennessee
leads in scoring defense,
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High Team Game (HC)
Corvette Lanes  
Gene's Body Shop


































































TAKING CHARGE-Grover Woolard took sharp in novo
ways than one Therm* night. Ile vise emstaadlag uOw
beards, with his passing and his sheethig. Nero, teansmsrlei
lath Illashaparse (42) mod Jesse Mims (40) wateli es
Woolard hails in the Missend.
than seven arid a half minutes
left in the contest. -
Freshman Vic Jordan came
up with a steal, drove to the
basket and put up a shot.
Western's Wilson James came
flying up behind Jordan and
the shot fell off. James
grabbed the rim and the back-
board shook like fit.was going
to fall off. _
The officials had their backs
turned and did not see the goal
shaking. Immediately, the
floor became a scene that
would make Fred Sanford feel
at home.
The whole gymnasium stood
and booed all the time
Western had the ball. The
icing on the cake came on the
same possession. Jesse
Williams, who injured his
ankle in the first few minutes
of the game and wasn't even
supposed to be playing
anymore, blocked a shot by
James.
Goaltending was called.
That did it. After at least two
minutes of booing, screaming
and cussing, there was finally
silence. And it took Overton at
the microphone to announce to
the crowd that if anymore
objects were thrown on the
floor, the Racers would get a
technical.
Hold on folks. With 4:32 left
In the game, the score was tied
at 63 apiece when Jeff Hughes
went up and CLEANLY
Honored
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
- Three former Kentucky
football stars were honored
Thursday at a banquet as the
Southeastern Conference
unveiled its all-star team for
the past 25 years.
End Steve Meilinger and
tackle Bob Gain were named
to the offensive team and
tackle Lou Michaels was
selected to the defensive
team.
blocked a shot by Western's
Chuck Rawlingt.
Hughes was called for a
foul. This time, the crowd
made more noise and booed
more than did the folks in
Louisville when George
McGovern said he supported
court-ordered busing. _
Rawlings hit one of the two
free throws and Western went'
up by one at 64-63.
The last four minutes was
nothing but heartbreak for the
cardiac kids, the Racers. Vic
Jordan fouled out with just
over two minutes left in the
College Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Holy Cross 100, Boston U 80
Long Island 88, Manhattan 71
Maine 64, Connecticut 63
Massachusetts 8-4, Rhode
Island 76
Notre Dame 91, Fordham 78
SOUTH
Delaware St 79, Mid-E Shore
71
Fairmont ST 97, W Virginia St
76
Gardner Webb 106, SC-Spar
tanburg 72
Georgia Tech 65, S Mis-
sissippi 60
Memphis St 9), Tulsa 83
Morgan St 86, S Carolina St
63
Stetson 84, Florida Southern
71
W Georgia 92, Athletes-In Ac
'ion 84
W Kentucky 70, Murray 68
MIDWEST
S Dak•Springfield 101, Dakota
St 70
S Illinois 63, Bradley 61
Wichita St 95, Drake 78
SOUTHWEST
Lamar 83, Arkansas St 71
La Tech 102, Texas-Arlington
79
Texas A&M 111, TCU 70
FAR WEST
Air Force 89, Samford 68
Fresno St 80. San Jose St 76,
OT
Grand Canyon 64, Pl. Loma
Si
Long Beach St 56, Pacific 51
New Mexico St 114, 5 New
Mexico 87
N Arizona 80, Montana 64
Oregon 70, Southern Cal 67
UCLA 78, Oregon St 69
Utah St 94, Denver 93, OT
Washington BO, Stanford 59
INTRODUCING ONE Of THE STARS -No folks. Fred Overton
isn't at the microphone to introduce ono of tke officials who
watches from the sideline. Overton hod to go to the
microphone to ask the fens to maintain their composure
somewhat better, after aso obvious hod call that helped to seal
Alerney's fate against Western Kamm*.
game and that did it.
Murray State had its
chances to tie or even go
ahead. But the Racers, who
stayed with their offense
nearly the entire game,
rushed a couple of shots in the
final minutes.
"The fact that Williams got
hurt had to bother him,"
Hilltopper Coach Jim
Richards said. Williams shot
just 12 times, hitting six and
finished with a season-low 12
points.
"He's such a nice kid. I like
to win games but I'll tell you
right now, down deep I hope
Jesse makes every shot he
takes. I like to see him have a
good night.
"He's one of the best players
in the conference, if not the
best and I really am sorry he
got hurt," Richards said.
For the people who think
there is no love lost between
Murray and Western, well, not
really. Richards and Overton
are very close friends and it
always shows after the games.
"Fred has to be commended
for his outstanding job he's
done at Murray this year.
Under the stress of losing, still
he keeps his great leadership
ability.
"I admire Overton and the
fans here at Murray. It's a
great place to play and they
make a great contribution to
the game of basketball.
"If Murray had Larry
Moffett right now, they just
might be the best team in the
conference. And I'll tell you
another thing, we didn't win,
we were just fortunate enough
to be ahead with the clock ran
out," Richards added.
Jeff Hughes, who played one
of his most brilliant games
ever, finished with 17 points to
lead Murray while Grover
Woolard, who stunned the
crowd with his fantastic
passing and dribbling ability,
had 14.
Jordan finished with 12
while sophomore guard
Tommy Wade added 10 points,
all in the first half.
"We've won two straight
now, regardless of what the
scoreboard here says. We beat
Indiana State and Western,"
Overton said.
"We can't ask anymore
from our kids. They gave all
they got and played together.
All we need now is to inherit a
couple of !nooses next year
and hunt over the rest of the
world to find someone who can
come near replacing Jesse
Williams," Overton added.
Western improves itg
overall mark to 14-8 and its
league mark to 8-3 and is in a
tie with Morehead and Austin
Peay for the conference lead.
Murray drops to 7-15 overall
and 3-8 in the league. And as
Jim Richards sincerely
believes, the Racers aren't
that bad of a team.
look for Murray to give
people some real problems in
the tournament," Richards
said.
"I just hope we don't draw
them."
Murray hopes the opposite. •
Wester% Kaminsky
fg-fga ft-fta rb of tp
Rewhogs 7-16 1-2 1 3 15
Britt 11-111 1-3 6 4 19
Warner 44 0.0 8 1 a
James 7-12 44 6 4 111
Johnson 1-7 41 IS 3 1
Scillies 2-6 34 1 2 7
Terry 04 1-2 1 1 1
Totals 3046 10-21 36 18 70
Barney Shire
fg-fga ft-Its rb pi M
Woolard 644 3-3 12 4 14.
Jordan 4-12 2-2 I 5 10
Smith 14 1-2 2 2 1
i• 14 1 S 17
AeItt___114 4 Ill
Wade *4 04 0 1 10
14 04 1 2 2







Murray Calloway County Jaycee's
are bringing the. . .
MAGICAL MOMENTS
with the She ppards
March 14, 1976 at 3 p. m. and 5 p. m.
Tickets
Adults Advance. . . $2.00 at Gate $3.00
We do hove
Family Tickets. . .$7.00
These tickets entitles I mon and wife and all their children's admission
I 
 Tickets on Solo Mow At 
Bonk of Murray, Peoples Bank, Long John Silvers and Montgomery Word
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Tiger Girls Rally Late To
Turn Back Calloway County
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Breaking a 29-all deadlock
with 3:50 left in the contest,
Murray High allowed arch-
rival Calloway County just
three more points enroute to a
42-32 win in girls basketball
action Thursday night.
With forward Mary Ann
Littleton canning four
markers during that stretch
and her teammate Tammy
Boone adding three points, the
host Tigers were able to keep
he Lakers scrambling for the
ball and fouling frequently in
the process.
Coach Jane Fitch's squad,
now 13-3 for the season, was
lead by Littleton's 12 points
and Boone's 11, while center
Denise Bumphis pumped in
nine big markers from the
lane.
The Tigers jumped to a 4-0
advantage behind 15 foot
baskets by guards Marlene
Farrell and Jaina Washer
before CCHS's Marilyn
McKenzie drew the game's
first three point play with 3:54
to go in the first quarter.
A MHS turnover provided
the visitors, now 9-6 overall,
with their first advantage as
center Feleeia Pinner stole
the ball in the Tiger backcourt
and fired to forward Patricia
McKenzie who made it 5-4.
Swapping baskets, the
Lakers saw their single point
lead vanish when Littleton
pumped in a 10 fool shot. Then
Boone grabbed her second
rebounded shot and pushed it
through the net for the first of
a trio of three-point MHS




LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Unice Built Oor Busineu"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
roe. a.= ....... MINtellOSIIMIMMINIMMIDAS
•11.111111MMINIIM 
It
spreads at 10-7 with 6:30 to go
in the half.
The visitors managed to cut
their deficit to a single marker
twice before halftime, but
each time the Tigers would
push it back to three. CCHS's
guard Susie Imes, the Lakers'
second leading scorer, made
the last bucket of the quarter
with 2:32 showing to make it
14-13, Murray High.
Coach David Lanier's
Lakers deadlocked the game
at 14-all when Pinner hit the
first of a two shot effort: Then
the two squads battled
through two more standoffs
until Marilyn McKenzie was
fouled and sank both ends of
the free throw trip to boost the
visitors to a 20-18 edge with
4:54 showing in the third
canto.
The final tie was at 22-all
when MHS's Bumphis canned
a rebound shot off the back-
Flames' Coach Worried
Over His Team's Slump
By The Associated Press
Atlanta Flames Coach Fred
Creighton is becoming more
and more concerned with his
team's play as the National
Hockey League %Pawn enters
its stretch drive. What had
been a 15-point lead over the
last-place New York Rangers
in the Lester Patrick Division
has been whittled down to
eight points.
The Flames have lost six
and tied two of their eight road
games since Jan. 3. They've
won just three of their last 17
games, picking up only nine of
a possible 34 points in that
Here's What
Dale Carnegie Training
Can Do For You
*increase Poise And Confidence
*Speak Effectively
*Sell Yourself and Your Ideas
*Be Yourself Wit Any Group
*Remember Names
*Ile A Better Conversationalist
*Develop Your Hidden Abirsties
*Earn That Better lob, More income
*Think And Speak On Your Feet
*Control Fear And Worry
ATTEND FREE DEMONSTRATION MEETING
Tuesday Feb. 24, 1976
7:00
Holiday Inn







With Thursday night's 3-1
loss to the Buffalo Sabres in
the second of six consecutive
road contests, Creighton
expressed worry.
"We're placing ourselves in
a very difficult position," he
said, noting the Rangers have
played two fewer games. "I
hope our people have enough
character to get themselves
out of it."
The Buffalo victory and
Pittsburgh's 7-5 triumph over
Toronto were the only NHL
games Thursday night. In the
World Hockey Association,
Houston topped Cleveland 5-3
and Indianapolis bombed New
England 10-3.
Rick Martin and Bill Hajt
scored third-period goals and
Al Smith stopped 17 shots for.
his fourth consecutive victory
since joining the team as the
Sabres topped the Flames.
Hajt, a defenseman, netted
his fourth goal of the year to
insure the outcome with 8:39
remaining in the game. He
worked double duty Thursday
night because of an injury to
Jerry Korab and the continued
illness of Jim Schoenfeld —
two of the club's defensive
mainstays.
board to push the Tigers into a
lead they never lost. Calloway
County added a single point
before the quarter ended with
MHS holding a 24-23 edge.
Two quick scores into the
final period kept the standoff
narrow before Boone fired in a
long shot over three Laker
defenders to make it 29-24,
MHS. But then Becky Imes
slipped out front of the Tigers
and tallied on a wide-open lay-
in before teammate Susie
Imes drew a foul from htHS's
Cindy Jetton, and gave CCHS
one more point.
Coach Fitch signalled for a
timeout with 4:14 showing and
the Tigers clinging to a
narrow 29-28 edge. Although
Jetton made the second free
shot to deadlock the score one
final time, discussion off the
court seemed to inspire the
Tigers who began their final
quarter blitz from that point.
In the preliminary fresh-
man clash, the host Tigers
survived a Laker rally which
cut the score to 4840 with 1:53
left in the action to coast to a
54-44 win over the visitors.
Freshman Game
Calloway 11 9 7 17-44
Murray 15 13 14 12-54
Calloway (44)—Rogers 10,
R. Cunningham 1, Cohoon 7,
Garland 2, Barrow 11,
McCuiston 2, Guthrie 8, White
3 and Beane
Murray (54) — Harcourt 16,
Taylor 11, Sims 8, Hopkins 7,
Kursave 9, Alexander 2,
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Red-Hot Cavaliers Pleasing
To Fitch, Colonels Dumped
By The Associated Press
Coach Bill Fitch was
perfectly satisfied with the
end of Cleveland's 18-point
victory over Portland
Thursday night — but he was
even happier with the way his
Cavaliers performed early in
the game, when they trailed.
"I like the way we played
when we were down 14-7,"
Fitch said after the Cavaliers
whipped the Trail Blazers 112-
94 for their 13th victory in 15
games and a club-record ninth
consecutive home-court
triumph.
"When we were young, we
panicked in that siltation. I
like the fact we beat Portland
when they played very well,
with the exception they had
tough luck shooting. One
reason we didn't look very
. good early is they played very
good defense."
Portland's Lenny Wilkens
made it a mutual admiration
society. "I like the players on
the Cavaliers," he said. "'They
seem to get a team effort
every night."
Campy Russell scored 18
points, 14 in the second half, as
the Cavaliers recorded their
seventh straight victory in the
night's only NBA contest. Dick
Snyder added 17 points, Jim
Chcmes 15 and Jim Brewer 14
for Cleveland. Sidney Wicks
led Portland with 23 points.
In the American Basketball
Association, Denver held off
Indiana 128-123 and Virginia
walloped Kentucky 102-82.
Nuggets 128, Pacers 123
Key points by Denver's
David Thompson and Dan
Issel and a steal by Bobby
Jones in the closing seconds
overcame a 40-point per-
formance by Indiana's Billy
Knight.
The Nuggets maintained the
lead until Darnell Hillman's
basket with 1:31 to go put
Indiana on top 121-120.
Thompson gave Denver the
lead for good at 124-123, Dan
Issel made two free throws
with eight seconds remaining
and Jones snuffed out
Indiana's last hope, with a
steal and feed to Ralph
Simpson, who stuffed it at the
buzzer.
Simpson was Denver's high
scorer with 26 points, followed
by Thompson with 25, Wel
with 23 and Jones with 21.
Squires 102, Colonels 32
Mack Calvin's season-high
33 points propelled Virginia to
only its 10th victory in 56
games. Willie Wise and Mike
Green each added 18 points for
the Pacers while Fatty Taylor
scored 11 points and grabbed
14 rebounds. Arts Gihnore
paced Kentucky with 26 points






HAMP ERWIN J. C. KEMP
JAMES HARMON ALFRED YOUNG
SPONSORS
J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
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week, the Boy Scouts






















its founding, this organization
of building character
We salute an outstanding
Corporation
A . m






A SCOUT IS CHEERFUL
11,
l'" •"" A Scout looks for Hie bright side of things.
i 1 - 
lie cheerfuNy does tasks that cense his
- • I way. 1441 trim te make others happy.1i .
, A SCOUT IS TRUSTWORTHYIa. ... .
, • , A Scout tells the truth. Ke keeps his prom-
ism. He/testy Is port of his cock of conduct.
% 1 ( kfiejs)ftik 
can o depend on him.
--)-N A SCOUT IS COURTEOUS
-741tallift4N1h, A Scout is polite to everyone regardless
of !age or position. Good MOMMIS maks it
ik l'Ail  '
- 
N 
*osier for people to get along together.
A SCOUT IS LOYAL
41114,1L- J A Scout IS true to his family, Scout lead-
Vita 
. ors, friends, school, and nation.<
a
 A SCOUT IS KIND
41.I -igt 
In Ming gentle. He treats others as he
dmill-17.4. 
A Scout understands there is strength
API- i 14A wants to be treated.ra_, tatjAp
I§ • ./ II




A SCOUT IS THRIFTY •
others. Hsi saves fur unforeseen needs.
to 
A Scout works to pay hit aroy and to help
Ho aretects & cement*, natural resources.
At' 16,
40.117", t.'
....a... IN A SCOUT IS HELPFUL
. \ s',- A Scout is concerned about ether people.•,•6 • . ,,, \ in.
alk, • 4 He does things willingly for others
• .11\ :-:-•-• ' without pay or reword.
I— ' -....//
/ -
1.--A"' A SCOUT IS REVERENT
..e,--', A Sum Is reverent toward God. Hit is
-1-• .,/ 
faithful in his religious duties. He respects
• ir ,„ A. the beliefs of others_ "4,Izzt. .
1
1 % W 114 A SCOUT IS BRAVE.
A Smut can face danger oven if he is a-, held. Ho has the courage to stand for
' 411110alej what he thinks is right.
'lea 411
A SCOUT IS FRIENDLY
01Pa
A SCOUT IS CLEAN
Alk
t t
s *rx..... A SCOUT IS OBEDIENT
4013111111t. i ' 
school, and troop. Ho obeys the low, of
/11, i, A Scout fellows the rules of his 
family,to
his community and country.
...,,,,
r.. 
A Scoutis  a friend to all. Ho is a brother
other Scouts. He molts to understand
Ohms.
' , -. A Scout keeps his body and mind fit and
clean. Ho goes around with these who
Jr lie 1 .41441!W
gr .11 
believe in these soma ideals.
k
,
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SCCIIINCS
CELEBRATED IN THE SPIRIT OF '76 ON THE OCCASION OF AMERICAS 200t1 ANNIVERSARY
Scouts: They Use Our Past Accomplishments As Their Code of Living ...Learning!
Doing Their Part To
Keep America Clean!
Boy Scouts care about our country.
And prove it! By carrying out very
effective anti-pollution programs.
§upport their efforts in every way.
Peoples Bank
Member FDIC Phone 753-3231
Let's All Make It A
Two-Fold Celebration!
America marks 200 years . . . Boy
Scouting its 66th. Let's give a cheer
for the U.S.A. and the young men who
stand for our high American ideals.
Donald E. Henry
State Farm Insurance




100 S. 5th 753-1247
Boy Scouts Merit Our
Pride and Respect
They gain knowledge through doing.
And each new achievement helps
give them the insight they need to
make this country a better place in
which to live. Let's salute them!
Murray Insurance
Agency
Bel Air Center Phone 753-4751
He's Always There To
Lend A Helping Hand!
Because he's a Boy Scout. He's learned
that there are great personal rewards
in helping others. He's just one of the
boys that we consider a credit to this
community. Thanks, scouts.
Corvette Lanes




• are taught to be-
lieve in themselves
... and their country.
They're taught ideas




look to them as future
leaders and applaud




He's eager to learn all he can. And
as a scout, he has the opportunity
to channel his interests into a far-
reaching, exciting world of discov-
ery. Let's support his efforts.
Murray Datsun, Inc.
1104 S. 12th Phone 753-7114
On His Honor... Doing
His Duty to America
Tomorrow's leaders are pledging
allegiance to the U.S. today. They're





1406 West Ma. — 753-5315
".Service Is Our Motto"
Scouting Teaches A Boy
To Be Self-Sufficient!
A scout's taught to think for himself.
He learns through doing, and uses




Friendship Plays A Big
Role In Scouting!
Working, sharing, experiencing to-
gether. That's how Boy Scouts are
taught to be productive achievers,
compassionate friends and good citi-
zens. We're behind them 100 percent.
Murray Electric System
401 Olive Phone 753-5312
"We Salute the Scouts 8 Their Leaders"












Complete lea's I Womon's lair Styling
900 Coldwater Rd. 753-0511
ODixieCream




McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Eisig
753-3062 •




Central Shopping Center 753-7175
J. T. Wallis &Son Grocery
Groceries, Gorden Semi end Plants of ell kinds
3rd & Main 753-1242
King's Den
Complete Tuxedo Rental .iervice
Ewing Tire Service
Possessor, Truck sad Fano Pres
le The RAI Serriee"
$OS Coldwater Rd. 753-3184
Palace Cafe
*hos 24 Ism s^,-
Five Pointe 753-7992
Bel Air Shopping Center








;Ivry. 841 S. 753-5936
Roberson's Hih-Burger
413 S. 4th St. 753-9151
P. N. Hirsch & Co. Department Store
Olympic Maui Hours: 9:30400- Man.-Sat.
753-9779 1-5
Rib Shack
910 Coldwater Rd. 753-4171
Murray Appliance Co.
Seward Co/ AI Jibe Skims**, *veers




































A bill to 174
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MSU-TV (Channel 11) Program Schedule


















































































1. MSU Speech and Theatre
2. MSU Artist
3. Mrs. Lowry, Civic Music -- PDOI Bach
4. John Lindauer, Inflation Rate
1. Murray City School
2. Book Review
3. Margaret Porter and the Boys Glee Club
4. Foreign StudeOt of the Week
1. Bill Pinkston, MSU Economist
2. History in Perspective
3. Paula Duncan, Upward Bound
4. Juanita Lynn with flower arranging
5. Weekly Shopping Basket
1. Keith Heim, MSU Special Collection
2. Suzanne Keeslar, Department of Foreign Languages
3. MSU Political Scientist
4. High School Sports
5. Pet of the Week
1. Margaret. Trevathan, Library Corner
2. Rev. Martin Mattingly, St. Leo Church
3. High School Sports
America's "History"
Tops On The Charts
America's "History"
Although it has been over
awe months since America
performed their outstanding
cOncert in Murray's Stewart
Sodium, the group's recor-
dings have not been forgotten.
America's fifth album,
"History-America's Greatest
Eilts" on the Warner Brothers
label is a must for a record
library. This album contains
their hit singles starting with
their first release, "A Horse
With No Name," recorded in
1171.
The hits which we consider
ontstanding are "I Need
You," Lonely People," "Veer
tare Highway," "Don't Cross
the River," "A Horse with No
ilame," "Daisy Jane" and
glister Golden Hair."
The three members of the
droup, Dewey Senna, Gerry
lockley and Dan Peek are
sons of war veterans - and
because of this fact they
arrived at their name -
America. America, we feel,
will probably remain high on
the charts with their future




'lath Pure Prairie League at
MSU was a huge success
\ despite the poor tUrTIOUt and 8
show engagement by Joel
-The League performed
nearly two hours straight with
their country rock selections.
They played all of their hits
including "Arnie," "Two Lane
Highway" and "Sun Shone
Brightly" as well as most of
the selections from their new
Illgem "If the Shoe Fits." The
t performance of these
ifelections from that album
*ere even better than the
Ahem Cute!!
John David Call was ex-
cellent on the steel guitar and
banjo as well as lead singer
Larry Gosborn, and -guitarists
and vocalists, Mike Reilly and
George Ed Powell.
A Sod Note
We were saddened at the
death of famous arranger,
composer and orchestra
leader Percy Faith. Faith died
on February 9 of cancer at the
age of 67. The Columbia artist
produced 45 albums during his
career at that record com-
pany. He will be missed by the
music world and by those who
loved his music and his
albums
LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
Paramount Television hai
begun production in Hawaii of
a two-hour movie, "Death
Watch," aimed as a future
series for Mike Connors, late
of "Mannix."
His "Mannix" producers,
Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts,
created the new series, about
"a former Los Angeles cop
who has turned to life
associated with the sea to help




course, "which lead him into
exciting and dangerous
situations'
Also appearing in the ABC
pilot are Samantha Eggar, Clu
Gulager, Robert Hooks and
James Sh1geta.
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Mery Griffin, who costarred in
Warner Brothers musicals in
the 1960s, returns to films in
Universal's "Two-Minute
Warning."
The talk show emcee will
play himself singing the







LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
Shirley McLaine, Warren
Beatty, Keith Carradine and
Michael Douglas were
nominated for Oscars - but
not for acting.
James Whitmore is one of
five best-actor nominees for
his role in "Give 'em Hell,
Harry," in which he is the
total cast.
"Jaws" was nominated as
best picture of 1975 but won no
mention for direction, acting
or writing.
These were among the
oddities in the 48th
nominations for Motion
Picture Academy awards,
announced Tuesday at the
brand-new home for Oscar. To
no one's surprise, the big
winner was "One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest" with nine
nominations. "Barry Lyndon"
was second with seven, but
none for acting.
It was just one of those
offbeat years, strange more
than surprising. Observers
wondered how Whitmore, who
portrayed Harry Truman on
stage hundreds of times
before putting his monologue
on tape, could logically





Al Pacino, "Dog Day After-
noon"; Maximilian Schell,
"The Man in the Glass
Booth."
Did Louise Fletcher
( "Cuckoo's Nest") and Ann-
Margret ( "Tommy") play
supporting or starring roles?
They were nominated as best
actress, along with Isabelle
Adjani of "The Story of Adele
H," Glenda Jackson, "Hed-
da," and Carol Kane, "Hester
Street."
And if "Jaws" was one of
the five best pictures, why
didn't it score in the creative
categories? The other
nominees: "Cuckoo's Nest,"
"Dog Day Afternoon," "Barry
Lyndon," "Nashville"
George Burns, who
costarred with Matthau in
"The Sunshine Boys,'
somehow appears in the
supporting actor category,
along with Brad Dourif,
"Cuckoo's Nest"; Burgess
Meredith, "The Day of the
Locust"; Chris Sarandon,
"Dog Day Afternoon"; Jack
Warden, "Shampoo."
What about the nonacting
actors who were nominated?
Shirley MacLaine was named
as producer of the
documentary, "The Other
Half of the Sky: A China
Memoir"; her brother Warren
Beatty, as Coauthor of
"Shampoo"; Keith Carradine





Why was Federico Fellini
nominated for his direction of
"Amarcord" when the film
won the foreign-language
Oscar last year? Because
"Amarcord" wasn't released
in Los Angeles theaters until
1975, thus qualifying in all
categories. Foreign language
nominees don't have to be
shown locally.
Reporters should have
known that this was going to
be an odd year. The
nominations were announced
in the Academy's splendid
new Samuel Goldwyn theater,
with banks of telephOneS to
spread the news to the waiting
world. None of the phones
worked.
The winners will be
announced in March 29





8 : 00 - channel 6 - "Dirty
Harry" Clint Eastwood






8:00 - Channel 3 - "The
Last Detail", a comedy-
drama set at the Norfolk,
Va., naval base. Runs 2 hrs.
MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 - Channel 3 - "On
Her Majesty's Secret
Service". This adventure
story tells of 007's escape
from a mountain retreat.
Filmed in Switzerland.
George Lazenby plays
James Bond. Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Message to Daughter", a
drama, told in flashbacks,
of a teen-ager who finds
comfort in her confusion
through messages tape-
recorded to her by her
mother, .who is now dead.
Runs 1 hr. 40 min.
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
11:00 - Channel 12 -
"Dirty Dingus Magee".
Frank Sinatra stars in this




10:30 - Channel 3 -
gtrange Homecoming."
This drama stars
Robert Culp, who comes
back home where he was a
town favorite, but is now a
jewel thief. Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Chailnel 12 -
"Kelly's Heroes". Clint
Eastwood and Telly
Say alas star in this ad-
venture story, the first part
of a World War II story.
Runs 1 hr. 45 min.
THURSDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Lindberg Kidnapping
Case," the story of the
crime that shocked
America in 1932. Runs 3
hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Kelly's Heroes", part II.
Stars Clint Eastwood, Telly




8:00 - Channel 3 -
"Griffin and Phoenix: A
Love Story". This drama
stars Peter Falk and Jill
Clayburgh, who are cast as
winners in love, but it
comes too late. Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 12 -
"Sharks Treasure", an
adventure story of a hunt
for Spanish gold sunken in
the Caribbean. Stars Cornel
Wilde. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 - "A
Cry for Help". In this
drama, a radio talk show
host hears a listener
threatening suicide. Runs 1
hr. 40 min.
11:40 - Channel 3 - "The
Other Woman", a drama of
a movie producer, and his
troubles with an actress.
Runs 90 min.
LOS ANGELES AP -
Movie castings:
Darryl Hickman, who once
was a CBS Television
executive, plays an executive
of the United Broadcasting
System in MGM's "Network."
Sports
.







415 8: Wmaher 6:001iumrise 7:00 Hong Kong
-
6:30 Gosp. Hr. 830 Sunrise
7M0 Emergency6:30News 716 Schoolhouse 7:00 Hong Kong 710 Paobas
7:30 An* 710 Pebbles 7:30 Tom/Jerry 7:30 Tom/Jerry 710 Bugs
8:00 Kitty 710 Bugg 8:25 8chcolhouse 8:30 Frightoinstein 8::101sopocv 000
810 Pmaher 810 Saxiby Dco 8101 Loa &ix. 0:00 SuperOS, F rOmM 9:00 Shaven
WOO Land Lost 9M0 Shaman 9:00 Gnaw 1000 SP. Buggy 10:00 Far Out
9:30 Run Joe 10110 Far Out 95 Schoolhouse 1010 Sot/17min - 1010 Ghost
10:00 Apse 1010 Ghost
11:00 Dinosaurs
*10 Grocule 11:30 Am. Band. ' ,"11:00 DinosifiUrs
10: 31Westw kid 9:56 Schooftwa 1210 F *hag 11:30 Fr A ben
11:00 A nson* • 1110' Fat Albert 10:00 Spi Bug. 1:00 Sports 12:00 Hort Assoc.
11110 Got 12:00 Film Feat. 1010 Odd Bali24101lowlen 12101alues
12:00 RFD-TV 1:00 Good News 11:001Lcist &wow 310 Spats 110 Fun City
1210 Forma:owl 1:30 Matinee 11:30 Am. Bend. 6:001 Golf Assignment
1:00 Bma @than 3:00 Sportsman 12:30 Farm Rep. 6:00 T. Armstrong 210 News Conf.
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TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 22, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WTVF-5
&JD 'Montage 6:00C. Clomiup 7:00 Music City 610 BelDt. Chr. 61101Sunries
7:00 Veg, Soup 610 News 710 D4covery 7:00 House Wont. 710 Your Chur.
7:30 Gospel Sing 7:00 Dimension 8:001.1. Robison 71101J. Sweigart 7:30 Homo
830 Pad. Omani& 710 Herald 8:300. Roberts 8:00 Amaz. Gr. 8:00 C. Tipton
915 Hamilton 6:00 Amh4 9:00 Gasp. Hr. 810 3 Stooges 8:30.1. Robison
910 Gioia Hr. 9M0 Sept:. Church 10:00 These Days 910 R. Humbard 9:00 Good News
10:00 Chgd. Lys. 10:00 Camera 3 10:33 Make WWI 1010 Bep. Chr. 910 O. Roberts
1010 Herald 1010 F m* Netkm 11:001Gool Ma 11:30 Capitol Norms 10:00 Tony/Susan
11:00 Accent 11:00 This Life 11.30D. Young 121101Oul Cky 10:30 chaplain
11:30 'Meet Press 11101Lamp Feet 1210 Issues 1210 Fishing it 00 F WO Nat ion
12:00 Grandstand 12:00 Look Live 1:001Supersters 1:0110 4 04retelm 1 t 30 Lake Kelly
12:30 Tennis 12:30 Matinee 3:00 Sports 3M0 Movie
Gioff
12:00 Lone Ranger
3:00 Kiplingw 210 limaittiall 410 Goff 410
Family
12:30 Sportsman
3:15 Percy Rep. 5:00 P.A. Forum 6:00 J. cpultejou 6:00 Swiss 1:00 B. Dance
13131Music Club 5:30 News 7:006 Mu. $ Man ' 7:006 Mil: $ "en 110 Outdoors
410 Ky, Af 4W 6:00 BOIMMutes 810 Nlovis 810 Movie 2:00 R. Skinner
6:00 News Beat 2:001Sonny/CM4 10:00 News 1000 C. Camera 210 Baaitball
510 News 8:00 Kojak 1015 700 Club 10:3011nma Wog 510 News
6:00W. °whey 9:00 Bronk 11:3011aues 510 News
7:00 P. Como 10:00 NOWS 12:00 N ON life 6:00 eo Minutes
810 Nlovis 10:15 News 1210 News 7110 Sonmr/Cher
•10:00 News 1045 Wigan Tr.
. 8:00 Kojak
10:30 Young Com 12:15 News 9:60 Bronk
1110 Felony Sot. MOD News
10:30 Reports
' 11:00 Peoples Ch.
12:00 Wrestling
_ -- 1210_ Big Show
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Dees He Mange
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WTVF-5
6:25 A. Smith 6:00 Sunrise 7:00 Good Morning
.-
6:00 Am Americo 5:15 C. Journal
6:54 Pastor Spk. 6:30 Breakfast 9:00700 Club 7:00 Bozo 5:30 C. Tipton
7:00 Today 7:00 News 10:30 Hippy Days 8:00 Zoo Revue 6:00 News
9:00 Romper Am. 8:00 Capt. Karig. 11:00 Make Deal 8:30 Jeannie 7:00 Hyne's Sits
9:25 Ca lender 9:00 Price Right 11:30 All Child 9:00 M. Douglas 7:55 DorInda
9:30 High Roll. 10:00 Gambit 12:00 Ryan' Hope 10:00 Edge/Night 8:00 Capt. Kane.
10:00 Wheel/Fort. 10:30 Love Lite 12:30 Rhyme 10:30 Happy Days 9:00 Price Right
10:30 Hot. Squar. 10:55 News 1:00 $20000 Pyr.- 11:00 News 10:00 Gambit11:00 Marble 11:00 Young/Rest. 1:30 Neighbors 11:30 All Child. 10:30 Love Life11:30 Take Advice 11:30 search 2:00 Gen. Hoop. 12:00 Ryan's Mocie 11:00 Young Rest.11:56 News 12:00 Farm Pict, 2:30 Ono Life . 12:30 Make Deal -4--t1:3O Smirch
12:00 News I3eat .12:05 News 300EdgeNht 1:00 $10,000 Pyr. 12:00 Sing. Cony.12:30 Dsys Lives 12:30 World Tums 3:30 Lassie 1:30 Rhyme/Reas. 12:20 Weather1:30 Doctors 1:30 Guid. Light 4:00 Theatre 2:00 Gen. Hosp. 12:25 News2:00 Anoth. Wrl. 2:00 All/Family 4:30 Litton 2:30 One Life 12:30 World Turns3:00 Somerset 2:30 Match Game 5:00 Soul Train 3:00 A. Griffith 1:30 Guiding3:30 Gilligan 3:00 Tattletales 3:30 Gm. Acne 2:00 All Fern.4:00 Dragnet 3:30 Mickey M. 4:00 Big Valley 2:30 Match Game4:30 lronside 4:00 Hillbillies 5:00 News '3:00 Gilligan5:30 News 4:30 A. Griffith 5:30 News 3:30 Dialing6:03 News Beat 5:00 Tell Truth 6:00 Concentration 5:25 Weather
5:30 News - ' 5:33 News
6:00 News - i.,- .- io 6:00 News
SATURDAY SPORTS




2 p.m. - Channel 3 - Pro
Bowling: 6100,000 AMF
Classic
3 p.m. - Channel 6 -
College Basketball:
Marquette vs. Louisville
3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Wide World of Sports:
Acrobatics; drag racing
3:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Challenge of the sexes:
nine-hole golf match;
swimming race
4 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Sports Spectacular: Major
leaguers play softball
5p.m. -Channel 3 - Golf:
Glen Campbell Los Angeles
Open




12:30 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Tennis: Newcombe vs.
Borg
1 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Superstars: Men's final
2:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
NBA Basketball: Lakers
vs. Super Sonics
3 p.m. - Channel 3 - Wide
World of Sports: Wrist-
wrestling; figure skating;
skiing
John Carradine joins the 430p.m.- Channel 3 -
cast of Paramount's "The Golf: Glen Campbell Los
Last Tycoon." Angeles Open
MONDAY SPORTSMelvyn Douglas has been
added to -The Tenant," which 10:30 p.m. -Channel 6 -
Roman Polanski is directing College Basketball - Auburn
for Paramount in Paris. vs. Kentucky
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 21, 1976 SCHEDULE




































































































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 25, 1976 SCHEDULE












































TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 26, 1976 SCHEDULE
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More Unemployed In State;
Workers Making More Money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — More
Kentuckians who are eligible to work
are unemployed than last year at this
!rie, but those who have jobs ap-
parently are making more for their
efforts, says state Finance
Commissioner William Scent.
He commented Thursday after a
report was released showing that
Kentucky's General Fund receipts for
the first seven months of the current
fiscal year increased 8.8 per cent over
the same period in 1975.
Individual income tax receipts for the ,
period totaled $172,155,648 — an in-
crease of 15.4 per cent over the same
period in the last fiscal year.
This would indicate that Ken-
uckians are making more money this
year than last year," Scent said.
-Personal incomes are up over last
year, which is a healthy sign for the
economy."
Scent said Kentucky's economic
situation is good, regardless of the
financial conditions of other states, and
the reason, he noted, is "our continuing
coal booin."
Coal prices have dropped., thereby
causing coal severance tax revenues
for the seven months to drop 10 per cent
compared to the same period a year
ago.
But corporate tax receipts are up, as
are road fund receipts, motor fuel
taxes, Scent said.
"I would say a large part of this is due
to the coal boom we are still enjoying,"
Scent commented. "Even though the
severance tax receipts are down
production is still up.
"We're not rolling in the money," he
said of the state's economy. "But I
believe we're still better off than most _
other states, and again, the saving
factor has been the coal economy."
Motor fuels tax receipts for the seven
month period were ip 3.5 per cent, and
motor vehicle usage tax receipts
climbed by 11.1 per cent, he said.
This indicatees Scent said, that
Kentuckians are buying more new and
used automobiles and are using their
vehicles more often than they did a
year ago.
"Since motor fuel taxes are up it
would iedicate that more motor fuel has
been consumed for the first seven
months than last year," Scent said.
would think it would mean that more
people are driving more miles on
Kentucky roads."
Scent said he was optimistic about
the state's economic situation.
"I would say our economy is con-
tinuing to hold its own and that we can
be cautiously optimistic about it.
Nationwide though I just don't know,"
Scent said. "I feel jike we are on the
upswing in Kentucky."
- The statistics released by his
department also indicate that fewer
Kentuckians are going to race tracks
but that those who go are betting more.
And, the figures show that Ken-
tuckians are developing more of a taste
for wine.
Wine consumption increased 8 per
cent during the seven month period,
while beer consumption went up 2.1 per
cent and liquor consumption increased
7.5 per cent.
Bill Banning Nonreturnable
Bottles Remains In Committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A bill to ban nonreturnable
beverage containers failed to
get out of a legislative com-
mittee Thursday, and it now
seems unlikely that the
committee will report the bill
favorably.
Members heard two hours of
conflicting testimony at a
public hearing on the bill, and
Sen. Mike Moloney, D-
Lexington, chairman of the
Senate Judiciary-Statutes
Committee, said he would
keep the record open until
Tuesday for introduction of
further testimony.
Moloney said the committee
. vould act on the bill next
Thursday, "if the members
want to bring it up."
The bill, SB 59, would
require a deposit and refund
for all beer and soft drink
containers sold in Kentucky. It
is patterned after an Oregon
bill enacted three years ago.
The sponsor, Sen. John
Berry, D-New Castle, said he
has received support for the
legislation from all over the
state.
He asked the committee to
"view this with common
sense."
"It doesn't take a lot of
common sense to 'know it
takes less energy and fewer
natural resources to wash a
bottle than to make one," he
said. "We can't continue as a
throwaway (society) in-
definitely without destroying
ourselves and the world."




carrying too much cosh?
Get a new viewpoint on security
for your money—with one of our
checking accounts. Only you
can turn one of your checks into
money. And when you pay by
check, you have a reliable rec-
ord for budgeting, as well as
proof of payment. Check out our
variety of checking accounts
soon.
1 VATI) EOP LE SolBANK
MURRAY KY.
Mr.... FDIC
near the end of the hearing.
Opponents and supporters had
each quoted extensively from
various studies to support
their contentions about the
bill.
"I was aware all through
this presentation that you can
extract statistics from studies
and support just about
anything you want," Berry
said. "I was keenly aware of a
distortion of the truth ( by
opponents)."
Berry ref ered specifically to
a comment made by Scotty
Smith, executive director of
the Kentucky AFL-CIO.
Smith, who opposed the bill,
told the committee his brother
had tried to contact Berry "at
least 20 times" to express his
opposition to the bill.
Clearly controlling his
anger, Berry said he received
one letter from the man three
years ago, opposing similar
legislation Berry introduced
in the 1974 General Assembly.
He said he has never again
been contacted by Smith's
brother.
—Mat simply confirms my
suspicion that there isn't any
limit on how far folks will go to
keep from losing a buck,"
Berry said.
He termed the bill a "classic
example of people versus
spe,-ial interests," telling the
committee, "the test is
whether you have the in-
testinal fortitude to stand up
against special interests and
for the people."
The senator's remarks drew
enthusiastic applause from
supporters and from one
committee members, Sen.
Lowell Hughes, D-Ashland,
but provoked the ire of Sen.
Don Johnson, R-Newport.
"I resent your implication"
that any member who
disagrees with the legislation
lacks common sense, Johnson
said.
Berry replied coldly that he
was aware that some
legislators had commitments
to constituents and to in-
dustry, but that any legislator
who acted on common sense
would have to support the bill.
A string of witnesses
representing retailers,
distributors, and bottling and
metal plants criticized the
bottle bill, saying it has not
worked in Oregon and won't
solve Kentucky's litter
problem.
Opponents said it would
result in a loss of jobs, and
would increase the cost of beer
and soft drinks.
Opponents said it would
result in a loss of jobs and
would increase the cost of beer
and soft drinks.
Opponents also criticized a
Legislative Research Com-
mission study as poorly
researched and inaccurate
which said ihe legislation
would result hi a significant
reduction of litter in Ken-
tucky.
Supporters said the op-
ponents' allegations are
unfounded and that the
legislation could increase jobs
and result in a saving to the
constuner. They also said it
has been demonstrated that
the legislation has solved

























































will be held at the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Periods of Bible
Study, with classes for all
ages, will be conducted at
10:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
The worship hour will be at
11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. At
both services, Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will be speaking on "The Holy
Spirit."
At 4:30 p.m. there will be an
Elders and Deacons meeting
to discuss the affairs of the
church.
MSU Chapter 'Bible Bill' Posted For
Gets Award Passage In State Senate
Murray State University's
Beta Gamma chapter of
Epsilon Pi Tau has been
selected to receive the first
$100 award for excellence is
local operations in the
Southern Region by the In-
ternational honorary
professional fraternity in
industrial arts and industrial
vocational education.
As the 1975 chapter recipient
of the William E. Warner
Memorial Award in the
Southern Region, which is
made of seven states and
Puerto Rico, Beta Gamma
was given special recognition
for its homecoming floats, for
awards given to educational
leaders in the area, and for
mass produced projects for
showing support of campus
athletic tearns.
Chapters under con-
sideration for the award are
judged on their programs of
activities, service projects,
accuracy and promptness in
business relations with the
international office, and
advancement of Epsilon Pi
Tau ideals.
Ralph Story, a Murray
senior, heads the Beta
Gamma chapter of about 30
active members on the
campus as student president.
Paul Lynn, associate
professor of industrial arts
education, is the trustee, and
Dr. Wendell Jordan, assistant
professor of industrial arts
education, is the co-trustee.
Besides Kentucky, the other
states in the Southern Region
are Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, North Carolina,
Tennessee, and West Virginia.
William E. Wanrer was the
founder of Epsilon Pi Tau
from Ohio State University.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Walter Strong's so-called
"Bible bill" — a measure that
evokes memories of the John
Scopes "Monkey Trial" in
Tennessee a half century ago
— was posted for passage
today in the Kentucky Senate.
The bill would permit public
school teachers in Kentucky to
include the biblical theory of
creation in any course of
instruction in which the
Darwinian theory of evolution
also is taight.
The measure would permit,
but not require, the use of the
Bible as an instructional book
only, and no child would be
forced to accept the biblical
theory of creation as fact. It
could be taught only as a
theory.
Strong, a Democrat and
minister from Bea ttyville,
said he filed the bill simply to
let teachers know that they
may use the Bible. He said
many have not used it out of
rear of prosecution or
retaliation by parents or
school administrators. ,
The bill also would prohibit
public school teachers from
stressing any particular
religious belief.
Scopes was prosecuted and
convicted in 1925 in Dayton,
Tenn., for having taught
evolution in the local high
school. He was fined $100 and
court costs.
On Thursday, the Senate
passed a bill which had been
put off several times, to
compensate victims of crime
for out of pocket medical
expenses and for lost 'wages.
It was sponsored by Sen.
David Karem, D- Louisville.
The measure would allow
the state to compensate.crime
Carroll Reiterates Intention
Of Ridding Kentucky Of Birds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AR) —
Outcries from environmental
groups notwithstanding, Gov.
Julian Carroll again has
emphatically stated his en-
tentions to rid Kentucky of
millions of pesky blackbirds.
His most recent expression
to that affect was made in a
polit but firm letter to the
president of the National
Audubon Society, Dr. Elvis J.
Stahr, in New York.
Carroll acknowledged that
he had received a letter from
Stahr in which the Audubon
Society president had ex-
pressed concern about the use
of the chemical PA-14 to ex-
terminate starlings, grackles
and other blackbird species.
The state tried two weeks
ago to kill some eight million
blackbirds at the tiny western
Kentucky town of Russellville
by using the chemical. The
effort failed because it did not
rain as expected.
To be effective, the
chemical must be sprayed on
the birds during cold weather
when it rains enough to drench
their feathers. The chemical,
when combined with water,
alcohol and cold tem-
peratures, strips protective
oils from the bird's feathers
and causes them to freeze to
death.
The chemical was used
successfully by the Army last
year to exterminate more
than a million birds roosting
at the Ft. Campbell, Ky.,
military reservation. But
environmental groups went to
court and, until two weeks





Kentucky and Tennessee to
use the spray to thin out large
blackbird roosts — and the
assault at Russellville was
carried out the next day.
Under the legislation, each
roost must be certified by the
governor as a human health
hazard and then U.S. Interior
Secretary Thomas Kleppe
most grant the government's
permission.
Thus far, eight roosts —
containing some 15 million
blackbirds — have been
okayed for extermination in
Kentucky alone, where of-
ficials say 77 million of the
birds roost during winter
months.
The Society for Animal
Rights has gone to court
several times in the past two
weeks to try to block further
spraying attempts — but each
request for an injunction was
refused.
Now, state officials say,
spraying will begin as soon as
weather conditions are right.
Agriculture Commissioner
Tom Harris has said some of
the smaller roosts may be
irrigated with water from the
ground if the temperature is
cold enough but no rain is in
the forecast.
The roost at Russellville —
which is 3,000 feet long and
covers 30 acres — must wait
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until heavy rain and cold
temperatures are forecast
before helicopter pilot Tom
Hanks, 30, of Hopkinsville,
will be ordered back into
action there.
State officials have said that
long-range plans to end the
blackbird infestation includes
a plan to sterilize the birds.
victims whose insurance does
not covet: medical expenses
relating to the crime, and for
wages lost as a result of the
injury.
The governor would appoint
members of a crime victims'
compensation board.
"It is a national trend to
move into this area and many
states have already adopted
acts in this area," Karem
said.
"This is the first effort this
state has ever made to
compensate those people who
are innocent victims of
crimes," Karem added.
Several senators expressed
reservations about the bill,
noting that it could lead
to more government
bureaucracy — not less — a
philosophy endorsed by GoV.
Julian Carroll.
But Karem said the bill had
Carroll's backing, and it was
approved by a 25-11 vote.
Amato Appointed
As Commissioner
FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
appointed James G. Amato of




Amato replaces Julian W.
Nippenberg, who resigned
Feb. 29.
Amato, who has been
executive director of Ken-
tucky Citizens for Judicial
Improvement, was Lexington
city prosecutor from 1966 to
1970 and was municipal judge




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The press secretary for for-
mer First Lady Lady Bird
Johnson, Liz Carpenter, will
be a guest speaker at a pro-
Equal Rights Amendment
forum here next Sunday.
Ms. Carpenter is a member
of the Democratic National
Committee and was one of the
organizers of the National
Women's Political Caucus.
Sen. Kelsey Friend, D-
Pikeville, said he was worried
about how far the state will go
in developing -more social
programs.
"The government can't be
God," Friend said, but voted
for the bill anyway.
The Senate, in one of its
busiest days of the 1976
session, approved 11 other
measures, including one,
sponsored by Sen. John Berry,
D-New Castle, to implement a
constitutional amendment
approved by Kentucky voters
in 1969.
The bill would redefine
agricultural value for
property tax purposes as the
value of the land based on its
income producing capability





PADUCAH, Ky ( AP) — The
superintendent of the
Eddyville Penitentiary says
that he has taken a lie detector
test to show that he was not
involved in a conspiracy to kill
inmates at the institution.
Supt. Henry Cowan said he
took the test Jan. 29-30 in
Chicago, with John E. Reid
and Associates conducting the
examination.
But Ken Kennedy, who was
commissioned by the
governor's prison commission
to investigate the allegations,
said he hasn't seen the results
of the test. "I don't know
whether this will cover all we
need to know," he said, adding
that he hopes the information
is sufficient "so that we won't
have to run other tests."
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Take delivery of any new '76 AMC Pacer,
and we'll give you
FREE AIR CONDITIONING!
This Offer Good
Through Feb. 28th only!
Only 7 days left for this Great Offer, So Hurry!
For a limited time only, we'll give you free factory installed air conditioning on
any new '76 AMC Poker That's S425—based on manufacturer's suggested
retail prices—and Ws yours if you buy now!
Pacer's not just another "small ca( It's the first wide small car. Wider outside
to hold the rood like a big car Wider inside to seat four adults in stretch-out
comfort. Plus it offers remarkable visiblIN Rack and pinion steering for precise
handling. Isolated suspension for smoother, quiet riding And styling that
doesn't say "economy caC You'll get it all in a new AMC Pacer Stop in and
see us for a test drive.You'll get even more during our free air conditioning sale!
AMC Pacer: The first wide small car.
Backed by the AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN.,
Value plus from .. .
ME. IECtow Extszs VU
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
$06 Coldwater teed - 7534441 - Wormy
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FOR ALL YOUR Watkins
Products, see or call Mr.
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A bow fir gracious lying, split
level, 4 bedroom boss W Saw-
weed Forrest, amble gangs
OH electric doers, bops brick
fireploce 1. large family rem.
Contra goo beat and ceseral Os.
fennel dieing roes NW two
berths is an ortin bags It with
trees.
Ceinfertalds, 2 bedroom brick,
hi* car emceed genies, birth
es one acre. Masher and dryer
inclosed. lacotwl ea blacktop
read W county. Tee coal beat
this price $12,4114.011.
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professionally iwidscaped, fruit
trees end souks, range,
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dlelneosher, central hare and
ar, theresepwie windows, large
fireplace. This bow his last


















now associated with Bill
Riley at the downtown
barber shop, 508 Main.
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needed due to ex-
pansion.• Permanent
employment, send








benefits. An equal op-
portunity employer.
Please send resume to
P. 0. Box 490 Paris,
Tenn.
TWO GIRIS for part time




















hours. Apply in person





and part time. Call 753-
0962.
8 Storage Build'ngs
BUY THE best for less.







0984. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent ef-
fective March 1st.
10 Buine,s Opportun,ty
liquor store for sale in
Fulton, Ky. Good op-




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m., (502 ) 826-5822.






































14 Want To Bu,
WANTED: Smith and
Wesson model 29, 44
magnum. Call 753-8=7.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15.Articles for Sk
ALL USED, bath fizutres,
doors, storm doors, gas




ONE RED CARPET, tor
sale. $25.00. 9 x 12, good
condition. Call 753-9651.
FIREWOOD for sale by
truckload or rick. Call
753-0745 or 753-3947.
85 205 MM F-3.5 Zoom
lens Pentax type mount
with case and filter. Call
after 6:00753-7544.
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining










chain saws. Your choice
1/4" or pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"




save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big








USED LUMBER for sale.
2x4's and 2x6's, and oak
boxing. Can be seen at
1:00p.m. at 311 N. 7th.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with Pi" 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $L39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12%16'. For
aU your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
16.Home furnishings





sofa for sale. See at 1110
Sycamore St. Call 753-
7573.




M. Bross limilbeirde fn.
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and Service, 500 Maple






sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.









1 9 5 0 MASSEY
FERGUSON tractor,
good condition. $1,500.
Call 753-5000 or 753-5595.
ONE D-14 Allis Chalmer,
three 14" plows, A-1
shape. One tractor post





Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 7534560.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for





150 h. p. Mercury built-




































payment on piano or




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The





piano. Story and Clark.
Also Selmer clarinet.
Like new. Call 753-5570.
FENDER TELECASTER
bass guitar-blonde with
maple neck. New flat
wound string-sKustom
200 No. 4 head with 3 15"
bass speakers. Padded
on casters with handles.
Call 7534161 after 6 or





party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy
Terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box









100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roochsts,






items at 9:00 a. m.
Friday. 1515 Clayshire.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1971 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included.








TRAILER and lot in
Baywood Vista. $2,000.
Call 489-2637.
1973 12 x 70 GUERDON
bath and half, fully
carpeted underpinniag,
and air conditioner. Call
7534045 after 6 p. m.
SMALL Two bedroom,
all electric $55.00 month.
Call 489-2595.
MOBILE HOME Atlantic
12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central



















































































































• d with 3 15"
• . Padded
*th handles.
1 after 6 or


































































iflii Results You Want-Its (1411 ID API You Need
27 Mobile home Sales
HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included
65,000.00 or take over
payments, under
$100.00. Phone 753-0994.
12 x 52 MELODY mobile
home. Good condition.
Phone before 5, 753-5891,
after 5,7534446.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1973 60 FT. Fleetwood
double wide, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, central gas







16th Street. Call 753-
3855
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home central heat and














all electric $55.00 month.
Call 489-2595.
31 Want To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom home, central
heat and air, middle age




country within 5 miles of








and air condition. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT near University
for 1, 2 or 4 persons.
$50.00 month. Call 753-
7575 or 753-0669.




electric heat. 1414 Vine
Street.
FURNISHED APART-









paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.





week or by month. $20.00
per week. Call 753-3634.
34. House, lu k
TWO BEDROOM at 307








12- 5 LB. PIGS and hay.
1200 lb. rolls. Call 436-
2149.
BEAUTIFUL DAPPLE
grey mare. Nine years
old. Safe for children or





Two montsh old. Female





blonde, male, 8 weeks
old, shots. $60.00. Call
753-5605.
FREE TO GOOD HOME
small male mixed breed
puppy. About 6 months














North to 783 South which
is Dr. Roble Mason
Road. First wooden
house on left.
41 P,.o! c sales
INSIDE SALE: Saturday
February 21, 8 a. m. to 8
p. m. Sunday, February
22, 12 p. in. to 6 p. m.







and various kinds of
wall decorations, lots of
odds and ends to come
on out and browse
around. Located at Bell
City, Ky., across from
Bell City Grocery.
PORCH SALE Friday
and Saturday, 9-5. Inside
in case of rain. The
Curious Shop, 1306 Main.
43 Rea Es!ate
FOR SALE duplex
located on Highway 94,
two miles East of
Murray. Two bedrooms,
carpet, brick, and other
extras. Now renting for
$260.00 month. Has four
extra lots with highway
frontage. $32,000 gets it
all. Call 753-8500 or 474-
8816.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
LWALLIS DRUG*PRESCRIPTIONS*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING IMANDS Of COSMETICS
GOOLSBY REAL ESTATE
MUST SELL 3 bedroom home, 2 years old, with 3
acres on 89 Highway near Palrnersville.
mediate possession.
128 ACRES with 100 acres tillable, bounded by
roads on 3 sides. Near Cottage Grove. Price
Reduced.
OTHER HOUSES and farms of few acres and up















liT Moi,) 753.1212 7531003
SELL YOUR HOME
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers











large kitchen and 2
fireplaces on 10 acres,
many outbuildings. A
good buy at the newly
reduced price. Call 753-
7724 for details. Guy
Spann Realty. "Your
Key People in Real
Estate." 901 Sycamore
Street.
ARE YOU in need of an
auto repair or clean up
shop? Do you need a
house? Would you like a
10 acre farm? You can
have all three with our
property located only 8
miles south of Murray
on Ky. 121. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate,
505 Main St., Murray
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
Rodgers, 753-7116.
LARGE BEAUTIFUL
brick home in Lynn









home. Call to view today
at Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12, 753-3597.
Wes sito leo NM how
Waal smut of deo millf
bop moo lost...owlead
floo hoes.
loposoolufff 3 se. 2 S ilia
heel is '74 be dry. Now
sinless Is sot
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$19,500 BUYS this doll
house, neat 2 bedroom
home has stained- wood
siding exterior, central
gas heat. Interiors by
Edward. For ap-
pointment to see call
753-8080, Boyd - Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44 Lot, ,r
BY OWNER, shady lake
lot, large, Lakeview,
located in Irvin Cobb
Subdivision. Phone 753-
7292.
45 Farms For Sale
48 ACRES OF BOTTOM








Throe bedroom modem boom
oshilflosol lend ovellobie 5
Nies nor* of Merry, on 641,








central heat and air,
double carport. 11/2
baths. Fenced yard,




fireplace, with gas heat,
Remodeled inside.
Reduced from $14,500 to
$13,500. Located at 1708
Calloway. Call 753-0675.
MOVING MUST sell 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unglue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.







kaped court in front.
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three






heat and air, good closet





in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.
12 ACRES of good cleared
land. With new 3
bedroom brick, built-ins
Ontral heat and air.
Call 75341615.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, built-ins, large
lot, has large stran-steel





spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753-0646.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet 1965 CHEVROLET VAN,
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, MO baths, 500. Call 7534382.
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, built- 1969 MERCURY
in appliances, intercom, MARQUIS. air. Call 753-
electric baseboard heat, 0123 8:30-5, 753-6266 after
two air conditioners, one 5.
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city 1971 GRAND PRIX,
water, TV tower, storm $1,750. Call 753-7765.





1974 RED, white and blue,
International pickup.
Four wheel drive, 20,000
miles, fiberglass
camper, good condition.
Call 492-8104 from 9 a.
m. to 9 p. m.
1972 PINTO a gas saver!
Excellent Condition.
Call 753-0605.




1972 DODGE PICKUP lh
ton automatic, 1973
Plymouth Duster, both
in good condition. Call
492-8868.
1916 LE SABRE Buick. 2
door hardtop. Call 753-
7143.
 1968 CAMARO vinyl top,
1974 VA STATION factory air, automatic,
wagon, factory air, GT radio, power 'steering,
equipment. Extra 307 V-0, 15" factory
sharp. $2.095.00. Call mags, new tires. $1,300.
753-2424 8 a. m. to 5 p. Call 753-8251.
m., 753-5747 nights and 
weekends. 1871 GREEN 4 door
Lincoln Continental,
good condition. Call 753-
9884.
1972 AUDIE, Super 90,
good condition. Call 753-
7694 or 753-7282.
1970 GTO, automatic, air.
Call 753-5686.
295.00. Call 753-2388.
FIVE ROOM HOME 1/2
acres, large garden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1-
345-2172.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
LARGE 10 room house
newly decorated,
central heat, priced in







large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on llth Street. Call 753-
7974 or 753-1877 or 753-
0704.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 31/2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
47,Motorcycles
SL 125 1973 MODEL. Good
running and climbing
condition. $275.00. With
universal tire. Call 753-
0464.





running bike. In good





1973 YAMAHA 100 LTMX.











brakes, 2 dr. hardtop




Hicks or call 7534288
after 4:00 p ro., 717%
Poplar Street
19611 PONTIAC. HOW
about a good Work car?




good tires, good con-
dition. Call 753-9957 after
4.
FOR SALE 1913 Inter-
national dump truck.
Looks good and runs
good. Located in Paris,
Tenn. Price $1,500 or
best offer. Call collect:
1-901442-7847 or after
6:00 p. m. 1-901-642-7644.
1$14 FORD 500 GaLaxie.
Sharp. Price $500. Call
753-6069, between 8 a. m.
and 2 p. m.
1172 PLYMOUTH, 4 door
sedan. $1,100. 1966




condition. $850. Call 753-
5577.
1971 VW, FASTBACK or
1965 Ford with power
and air. Both good
condition. Call 753-1874.
1979 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
7211.
1975 CHEVY VAN. Power
brakes and power





1972 DATSUN 510. Four
speed, A-1 Shape. $1,850.
Call 753-7482.
1975 PACER, white, 8,000
miles, still on warranty.




shift, 6 cylinder. Air
condition. Call 436-2434.
1974 CADILLAC Coup De
Ville, loaded, white with
red leather interior.
Must sell. Call days 474-
7211 or 474-8842 nights.
1972 NOVA 350-4, Straight
shift. Must sell soon!
Call 753-5669.
NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Call 753-
4652 before 5 p. m., 753-




1974 VW. Call after 5. 753-
8360.
191$ TWO TON Chevrolet
truck. See at Murray
Lumber Company, or
call 753-3161.
1974 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering









Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1979 VW VAN, 59,000




a pers for sale. Call 753-
0605.












repair. Call after 5 436-
2476.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All


















INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WE'LL DONATE $2.99 to
save your carpet. Take








Call 753-4124, South 4th












efficient service. No job






















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




in vicinity of 121 South
and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock, and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top
soil. Call 436-2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
' clean rugs of all kinds.









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
ml or weekends.
STEEL BUILDINGS for









53 Feed And Seen




FREE TWO 4 month old
kittens, one black and
white, other is grey.
Were abondoned and
desperately need good




Three bedroom, 2 bath, brick home.












3 Great Years in Murray
Fantastic Steak, Sandwiches 8, Pancake.
Specials
Register NOW for SI00 in cosh and other
great prizes to be given away!!!
Watch For
Our Big






Large brick ranch be.. on 8 Mims acres. Maim floor
feotvres 4 bedrooms, 21/ baths, livimg noon with fire
piece, dieing area, large modem kitchen with a cea-
vemieaces, dem Gad Why rem. Walkeirt baseaseset
consists of two telly paneled aparteseets. One sport-
mot hes two bedrooms, the ether is on efficielecy.
Ph... Iii Koppered for details.
Lynn Grove
Almost eon two-story brick hone on tree 'boded
settiag. This home has fear bedroom's, throe fill
births, Rviag roes, deo with fireplace, doing rem,
hitches, utility mesa, sad shomdmat closet space,
Shame glass deers is dem epee sate rustic woods*
patio. This is "riot coestry leis" on five ecru. Phase
es at 753-1222 fer OP appoinftwirt.
KOPPER D
REALTY









Mrs. Stuart Claire) Engh of
McHenry, Ill., died Thursday
at 7:40 p. m. in the Cardiac
Care Unit of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was 64 years
of age and had been stricken
ill suddenly Thursday while
she and her husband were
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Dyson of Murray Route Three.
They had arrived here on
Monday.
Mrs. Engh was a member of
the Catholic Church and is
survived by her husband,
Stuart Engh of McHenry, Ill.,
and one daughter, Mrs. Carol
Ann Slove of Everett, Wash.
Born April 4, 1911, in Chicago,
Ill., she was the daughter of
the late Adolph_ F. and
Elizabeth Meyer.
Funeral services will be
held Monday at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, McHenry,
with burial to follow in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Peter M. Justin Funeral
Home, McHenry, Ill. The Max
Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.
Final Rites Held
For Tom Farmer
Final rites for Tom Farmer
were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. David Roos officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers were
William Diuguid, Jerry Hicks,
Bob Farmer, Max Tutt, Fred
Paul Stalls, and Buel Stalls,
Sr. Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Farmer, age 55, died
Wednesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
is survived by his daughter,
Mrs. Thomas Wilson, one son,
Cullen Diuguid Farmer, one
sister, Mrs. Robert Murray,
two grandchildren, and one
niece.
Mrs. Lillian Smith
Dies At Her Home;
Rites Saturday
Mrs. Lillian Lou Smith of
1308 Olive Boulevard died this
morning at five o'clock at her
home. She was 88 years of age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of George W. Smith who
died in 1935. She was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and the
Faith Doran Circle of the
United Methodist Women.
Mrs. Smith was born March
2, 1887, in Lyon County and
was the daughter of the late
Charles E. Smith and Mary
Jane Gray Smith. She was
preceded in death by three
sisters, Mrs. M. R. Cox, Mrs.
B. 0. Langston, and Mrs. J. W.
Carlton.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Miss Rubie E.
Smith of 1308 Olive Boulevard,
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at eleven a.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. James Fisher officiating.
Music will be by Hellon Carlin
and Marjorie Shown with John
Winter at the organ.
• After the services the body
will be taken to the First
United Methodist Church,
Benton, where visitation will
be from two to three p.m. on
Saturday. Burial will be in the
Birmingham Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
four p.m. today ( Friday).
Hearst's Lawyers Face Another
Legal Skirmish In Court Today
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Patricia Hearst's attorneys,
who instructed her to invoke
the 5th Amendment 19 times in
her bank robbery trial, faced
another legal skirmish today
in their battle to keep what
they claim is potentially
incriminating evidence from
the jury.
U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter upheld Miss
Hearst's right to refuse to
answer the government
prosecutor's questions
Thursday about her actions
during the 12 months before
her capture.
But. U.S. Atty. James L
13rowninglr. said he intended
to ask Carter today to admit a
taped jailhouse conversation
as evidence of the defendant's
willing commitment to radical
social change.
In the contested tape
recording, Miss Hearst told
long-time friend Patricia
Tobin within 48 hours of her
Sept. 18 arrest her future
statements would be from "a
revolutionary feminist per-
spective."
Such change, he argued, led
her to join with her Sym-
bionese Liberation Army
kidnapers in the April 15, 1974,
robbery of a Hibernia Bank
branch headed by Miss
Tobin's father.
Chief defense attorney F.
Lee Bailey contends the
Dr. Mullins To
Speak On Sunday
"Real Evangelism" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr., at
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church at 9:45 a.m.
and at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church at
eleven a.m. on Sunday,
February 22.
At South Pleasant Grove the
church choir, directed by
Blondavene Cook with Joan
Cooper as organist and Tom
Gaines as pianist, will sing
"Surely Goodness and Mercy"
at the morning services.
Sunday at six p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove, Dr. Mullins
will speak on the subject,





pastor of St. Paul's Catholic
Church, Princeton, will
conduct the Annual Day of
Recollection for Men and
Women at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray, on Tuesday,
February 24.
Registration will be at nine
a.m. at which time coffee will
be served. The first con-
ference is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. Morning sessions will
have Penitential Rite and
Mass. Afternoon sessions will
include a tape presentation
closing with the benediction at
2: 30 p.m.
Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor, invites all parishioners
and friends to attend If
unable to be present the entire
day, persons may attend
either the morning or af-
ternoon session.
Lunch will be served at
12:15 p.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria, Murray State
University. The only charge
for the day will be for lunch.
charge of the jail vasere Miss
Hearst has been kept since ber
capture, has been called to
testify about the taping at a
hear* outside the presence
ot.the jury.
The jury of seven women
and five men was removed
from the courtroom for more




repeatedly instructed the pale
defendant not to answer
prosecution questions.
Bailey left the -prosecution
irate Wednesday when he
wrapped up his three-day
examination of Miss Hearst by
skipping over a full year of her




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - -
Dr. Philip Weiler of the
Lexington-Fayette County
Health Department says that
four truckloads of "unfit"
meat are being sold door-to-
door to Lexington residents.
Weiler says the meat was
"misbranded, adulterated or
otherwise unfit for human
consumption." He said the
meat was quarantined after
inspection but lab tests on a









A ham breakfast will be
served starting at eight a. m.
on Sunday, February n, at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel.




jailhouse tape is irrelevant to
the bank robbery for which
Miss Hearst is on trial.
Browning planned to
resume his cross-examination
of Miss Hearst today, the
defendant's Z2nd birthday.
Miss Hearst underwent her
first full day of cross-
examination Thursday and
testified that she was not
certain that she was brain-
washed by her captors — as
previously maintained by her
defense lawyers. She said,
"Aim not sure what happened
tome."
She said she did not try to
contact her parents during her
underground odyssey because
she felt they would not want to
see or hear from her. She
conceded that perhaps she
should have risked accepting
an early offer of freedom from
her captors and cried when
asked to recount physical
abuse at their hands.
Then, with the jury absent,
Bailey fought heatedly against
the admission of dates, places
and documents that might
connect his client to a second
bank robbery and apparent
plans for others.
Carter took under sub-
mission the government's
request that papers and
notebooks found in Miss
Hearst's last fugitive hideout
presented to the jury.
Ca „indicated it was
unlikely he would rule before
Monday.
San Mateo County Sheriff
John R. McDonald Jr., in
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. —
U. S. Congressman Jerome A.
Ambro ( D-N. Y. ) will be the
principal speaker at the fund-
raising dinner in behalf of
Carroll Hubbard's candidacy
for re-election as First
District Congressman to be
held 7:00 p. m. Saturday, Feb.
21, at Ken Bar Resort,
Gilbertsville.
Congressman Ambro is
presently serving as chairman
of the freshman Democrats of
the 94th Congress, a position
held last year by
Congressman Hubbard.
Ambro is a member of the
House Committees of Public
Works and Transportation,
Science and technology, Study
Organization and Review of
Congress, and Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on the Outer Con-
tinental Shelf.
Musical entertainment will
be provided at the dinner,
including the Paducah Tilgh-
man Swing Choir and organ
music.
Bro. Lawson Williamson,
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a.m. and
6:45 p.m. services on Sunday,
February 22, at the church.
The Adult Choir will sing
"Touring That City" at the
morning service. Tommy
Scott is choir director with
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim Neale as organist.
James Key will serve as
deacon of the week and will
read the scripture and lead in
prayer.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed
during the morning service.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Nursery workers will be
Mrs. Gail Turner, Mrs. Zera
Jones, Mrs. Nancy Bogard,
l'sirs. Sarah Crick, Mrs. Sylvia
Dalton, and Mrs. Carolyn
Carroll.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
Wayne Johnson ToLAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0
down 0.1. Below dam 315.8 up
5.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0
no change. Below dam 327.3 up
6.0.
Sunset 5:41. Sunrise 6:40.
Moon rises 10:43 p.m., sets
9:29 a.m. Friday.
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Wayne Johnson will be the
lay speaker at the services on
Sunday, February 22, at 9:45
a.m. at Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church and at
eleven a.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church, according
to the charge pastor, Rev. Bill
Hart.
Mr. Johnson is songleader
at Brewers United Methodist
Church.
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. Bro.
Hart will be continuing his
teaching on "The Symbolism





A chili supper will be held on
the Robertson School on
Tuesday, February 24, at six
p.m. The menu will consist of
chili, sandwiches, crackers,
pickles, dessert, and drink
with the cost being $1.00 for
adults, 75 cents for school age
children, and free to
preschoolers.
Since the week of February
24th will be Teacher
Appreciation Week, the
Robertson School teachers
will be given special
recognition following the
supper.
A short business meeting
will also include the presen-
tation of the slate of new of-
ficers for the PTA.
All parents are urged to give
their continued support to
Robertson PTA and the
teachers by attending the
supper on Tuesday, a PTA
spokesman said.
Court Rules Farmland Must Be
Assessed On Agricultural Use
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. OAP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled today
that farmland must be assessed on the
basis of agricultural use and not on the
sale price of comparable property.
The decision stressed that the high
court still regards comparable sales as
the most reliable index of fair cash
value for non-farm property.
But, it said, the mandate of a 1969
constitutional amendment clearly
exempts farmland from this yardstick.
The ruling stemmed from a dispute
between taxing authorities and tax-
payers in Fayette Circuit Court, whose
decision the high court upheld.
James Hamilton Gess and others
appealed 1971 assessments and the
local board of supervisors decreased
their valuations.
But the local property valuation
administrators and the state Board of
Tax Appeals tried to overturn the
decrease. They contended the fair cash
and agricultural values of the Fayette
County land involved really were much
the same.
They are not the same, the high court
said.
"The fallacy ... is that even though
the highest and best use of a tract of
land today is for agricultural purposes,
and it is actually being so used, what it
will bring when offered for sale may be
and often is influenced by its potential
value for otherVarposes," the decision
said.
"The plain fact is that there are fewer
and fewer sales of property in which the
price is not inflated to some degree by
factors other than its value for purely
agricultural and horticultural pur-
poses."
The high court said this "excess
market value" of the land's potential
use is precisely what the constitutional
amendment seeks to eliminate from the
taxing process.
"It follows that the value of property
for agricultural purposes alone can
never be ascertained by a mechanical
application of comparable sales," the
court said.
"...There can be no slide rule method
or formula by which assessments
conforming to (the amendment) may
be achieved quickly and in mass
production fashion." .
The Supreme Court said it recognizes
the process of assessing farm property
under the amendment is not easy, but
added that hindrance "cannot serve as
a justification for deviating in any
degree."
All the Supreme Court justices
concurred in the ruling except for Chief
Justice Scott Reed of Fayette County,
who did not participate in the case.
Democrats Stunned By Failure To
Override Ford's Jobs Bill Veto
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Stunned by their failure to
override President Ford's
veto of a $6.1-billion public-
works jobs bill, congressional
Democrats are trying to
figure out what kind of sub-
stitute measure they can
offer.
There were plans in
Congress to seek a com-
promise jobs measure, in-
cluding talk of giving quick
consideration to other pending
job-creating legislation.
Two Republican-sponsored
bills offered as alternatives to
the vetoed measure would
provide aid when the unem-
ployment rate nationwide
topped 7 per cent and the aid
would go to localities where
the rate was above 8 per cent.
The national rate in January
was 7.8 per cent.




Dr. Bill Whittaker, minister
of the First Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:45 a. m.
and seven p. m. worship
services on Sunday, February
22, at the church.
"Convicted" will be the
subject of the morning ser-
mon. The evening topic will be
"Rocks Are For Gravel
Roads, Not People" with
scripture from John 8:1-11.
The Adult Choir will present
special music at the morning
services, and the Ladies Trio
composed of Sue and Nancy
Spann and Treva Mathis will
sing at the evening service.
Mrs. John Bowker is organist
and Mrs. G. M. Knight is
pianist.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will be
the music director on Sunday
substituting for W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music,
who will be singing with Sing
and Tell on Sunday in concert
at Tell City, Ind., and Zeigler,
Dr. Paul Lyons, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services along with
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Ned Walsh,
minister of youth. A Personal
Testimony will be by Miss
Dana Shipley.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be M. C. Garrott,
Mark C. Vinson, David King,
John Bowker, James Parker,
N. P. Cavitt, and Hugh Nof-
fsinger.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Galloway, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Henry, Mesdames
Fred Barber, Fred Phillips,
William Sams, Carney
Andrus, Orvis Hendrick, and
Mary Pat Spiliotis, Misses
Julie Sams, Mitzi Cathey, and
Cheryl Johnston.




"Escaping our Prisons" will
be the morning sermon topic
for the Hazel Church of Christ
this Sunday. Scripture reading
will be from Acts 16:23-28.
The evening topic will be
"Reasoning from the
Writings" from Acts 17:2. The
regular minister, Don Riley,
will be preaching at both
services.
estimated at $780 million in
the first year and would
provide funds for community
development in those areas of
high unemployment.
"This is really a bitter
disappointment," said House
Majority Leader Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., when
told the Senate had fallen
three votes short of overriding
Ford's veto, 63 to 35.
A few hours earlier Thur-
sday, the House voted to
override by 319 to 98, a margin
of 41 votes.
Ford got the news on board
Air Force One, flying to a
campaign swing through New
Hampshire. He was described
as "elated" and claimed a
political victory over the
Democrats.
He called the jobs bill
"election-year politicking. It
was pork barreling of the
worst kind."
Democratic leaders were
shocked by the defeat of the
measure, which they had said
would generate up to 600,000
jobs.
Robert Strauss, chairman of
the Democratic National
Committee, had termed the
struggle over the bill "a
political issue" during a
meeting with several big city
mayors and Democratic
Senators on Wednesday and
had warned that "If we can't
beat him ( Ford) on this, we
are in big trouble."
Hans G. Tanzler, mayor of
Jacksonville, Fla., and
president of the National
League of Cities, which had
lobbied hard for the bill, said
his organization was
"profoundly disappointed the
President saw fit to deny this
emergency aid and that some
senators succumbed to the
administration's campaign to
frustrate the expressed intent
of Congress and the hopes of
state and local government."
An AFL-CIO spokesman in
Miami Beach, where the union
organization is holding its
winter convention, called the
death of the bill -a tragic
-loss" and said the results of
the Senate vote would be
reported to union members
"for their guidance in the
November elections."
And Sen. John A. Durkin, D-
N.H., said, "The same Senate
which voted itself a pay raise
thumbed its nose at eight
million unemployed
Americans and told them to
rejuvenate themselves."
But Ford commended the
Senate for upholding his veto
"against enormous political
pressure" and reiterated his
view that instead of providing
funds for employing those out
of work the gogernment
should encourage the growth
of private business to
stimulate hiring.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, low mileage,
new car trade in.
1974 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, new car trade
in, low mileage, real nice.
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, new car
trade in, extra nice, brand new set of tires.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutless, 4 door, new car
trade in, extra nice.
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